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COGNITIVE AND CONVERSATIONAL STRATEGIES

IN THE EXPRESSION OF ETHNIC PREJUDICE

(abstract)

Teun A. van Dijk

University of Amsterdam

In the framework of an interdisciplinary project at the University
of ihsterdam a social cognitive model is being elaborated about
ethnic attitudes, in particular prejudices, concerning ethnic mi-
norities in the Netherlands (mainly blacks from Surinam, and immi-
grant workers from Turkey and Morocco), and the ways these attitudes
are expressed in everyday conversations. Extensive interview and in-
formal talk data have been collected and are being subjected to close
discourse analysis. Results serve as qualitative data that are used
in the constructicn of a cognitive model for the representation an
strategic use of ethnic attitudes. This model is based on current
work in cognitive psychology and Artificial Intelligence about text
processing and the representation of knowledge and beliefs, and in
particular on the text processing model developed in collaboration
with Walter Kintsch (U of Colorado, Boulder, Coloi' USA) in our
book Strategies of Discourse Comorehension.(New York, 1983).

In the present paper attention will be focussed on the relations
between specific cognitive strategies*for the interactional, con-
versational, use of such ethnic attitudes, and the strategies under-
lying the effective monitoring of conversational turns in storytelling
about experiences with ethnic minority groups and members. It will
be shown that subtle discourse analysis of conVersational data allows
interesting hypotheses about the contents, representation and strate-
gic uses of ethnic attitudes (and prejudice ir particular) . This
approach is intended both as a new contribution to the social psycho-
logy of language and discourse and to the study of prejudice and
intergroup attitudes and Conflicts within the wider field of social
cognition:
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COGNITIVE AND CONVERSATIONAL STRATEGIES.

IN THE EXPRESSION OF ETHNIC PREJUDICE

7.

Teun A. van Dijk

dn1. Aims and backgro ds

One of the 4-dYSealic prejudices become shared social attitudes

is through everyday conversations among majority members. In this

paper:we will analyse some of the strategies used in such talk about

ethnic minority groups in the Netherlands, e.g. immigrant w kers
/

trOm Turkey and Morocco and people from Surinam. In pa icu-

lar we will Pay attention to the strategic moves in storytell ng

,about these'foreigners', as they are indiscriminately labele in

/ everyday usage. Such an analysis may provide insight into the va-
/

rious interactional and social functions of prejudiced talk, and

at the same time reveals how people may effectively persuade others

about the seriousness of their experiences and the "legitimacY of

their opinions about foreigners.

Besides the important social dimension of this kind of 'ex-

pression' of ethnic prejudice in informal communication, there is

also a fundamental cognitive aspect underlying these strategies.

First, of course, there is the cognitive monitoring of the conver-

sational interaction itself Second, however, we will assume that

various conversational strategies may, sometimes indirectly, exhibit

more specific .-mgnitive strategies for the adequate manipulation of

ethnic attitudes. Foreigners are a prominent topic of talk for many

people in the Netherlands, but depending on various contexttal con-

straints such conversations may be sUbject to restrictions such as

social norus of non-discrimination and tolerance, and legal sanctions

upon public expressions of ethnic prejudice. Hence, storytellers

not only have the task to present themselves as kind, understanding

and tolerant citizens who are aware of prevailing social norms, but

at the same time they must accomodate their, possibly negative, per-

sonal feelings, experiences or opinions about foreigners. This com-

plex goal requires extensive cognitive problem-solving, conflict
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resolution or other strategic moves for the management of *delicate'

beliefs. Maybe with the exception of talk with family members,

close friends or Political peers, opinions about foreignerp may not

be formulated directly and uahibited to anybody in any situation.

Hence, considerable cognitive work is needed to combine,appropria-

tely,personal goals and beliefs with social rules and norms of inter-

action and acceptable conversation. We thus hope that an analysis

of conversational strategies will also yield access to the cogni-

tive moves in the manipulation of ethnic beliefs.

1.2. This paper has been written in the framework of an interdisciplinary

project at the University of Amsterdam about conversations on ethnic

minorities in the Netherlands. The major aim of that project is to

design-a cognitive model of ethnic attitudes and the ways these are

expressed (or not) in everyday conversation. Data for this project

are beihg collected, throngh undirected interviews; among people in

one of the neighbourhoods of Amsterdam in which a relatively high

(10%) percentage of ethnic minorities live, after an earlier pilot

study in other, both 'contact' and 'non-contact' neighbournoods of

Amsterdam. The project itself is part of a series of-investigations

about 'ethnic minorities in discourse', in which aiso attention is

being paid to such topics as ethnic minorities in the press and the

portrayal of ethnic relations in textbooks.

Tne specific data for this paper derive from an exploratory

inquiry into the nature of 'storytelling' about ethnic minorities,

in which a group of students collected stories, also by way of un-

directed interviewing, in the same neighbourhood as the one men-

tioned above. Relevant portions of the interviews, and especially

the na.7.rativepectiJns of the interviews, were being transcribed

from taperecorded talk. Since the participating students were not

previously trained in the more technical conventions of conversa-

tional transscription, only an approximate rendering of the 'real

talk' could be achieved. This means that although the data have not

been 'edited', no precise transscription of pauses, hesitations,

false starts, overlap, or other typical phenomena of converations

was aimed at in this exploratory investigation. Another serious

.' t.
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limitation is that only approximate English eranslations of the

Dutch original expressions can be presented in this paper. This

is another reason why we will have to focus on those conversational

strategies that do not crucially depend on subtle transscription

techniques or on Dutch surfabe structural style for an adequate

analysis, viz.,strategies,that we will simply call semantic.

Moreover, the semantic strategies we are concerned with will

be essentially local. That is,_they characterise individual turns

and moves in relation to immediately preceding and following ones.

In the framework of a single paper, we cannot possibly provide a

fulfledged analysis of complete interviews or stories, although

full understanding of local strategies, and especially of locally

exoressed-ethnic opinions, is only partial when they are disconnec-

ted from the global, overall, topics, point or strategies of speakers

and the very complex cognitive representations and maneuvers exhibi-
.

ted by them_la a complete interview. In other words, methodologi-

cally, theoretically and empirically, this paper can only account

for some details of everyday talk about minorities.

1.3. Theoretically, our analysis will have several sources. First, the

semantic strategies will be described in terms of our own earlier

work'on coherence in discourse (van Dijk, 1977, 1980), but at the

same time require a serious extension of our previous approach to

coherence. This extension is in part influenced by the insights,

obtained in more than ten years of conversational analysis, into

the nature of spontaneous everyday talk, and especially about the

strategic properties of discourse interaction. At the:same time,

though, we hope that our analysis of semantic strategies provides

some new insights into the theory of conversational moves. A cru-

cial difference between our approach and other work in conversa-

tional analysis is however that we take properties of talk as

possible indications of cognitive and social dimensions of inter-

action. In this respect, our approach is not soi much 'structural',

but rather 'functional' (in the linguistic sense of these terms).

In other words, we are not merely interested in the various pro-

perties of prejudiced talk per se, but also in the cognitive basis

and the social functions of such talk.

0 Ou
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Itfollows that, within an integrated interdisciplinary theory,

this discourse analytic approach should be baSed on a cognitive model.

Again, we will here make use of results of our earlier work,'in colla-

boration with Walter Kintsch, in the field of the psychology of dis-

0-- --course processing. In particular our recent monograph (van Dijk &
lar

Kintsch, 1983) about strategies of discourse processing will be rele-

vant in this respect. This strategic approach to discourse produc-

tion and understanding, much like the discourse analytic theory,

is also a reaction to earlier, more static and structural models

of discourse processing, including our own earlier model (Kintsch

& van Dijk, 1,978). For this paper, this work will allow us to for-

mulate several basic properties of (Cognitive) strategies, which

may then be matched with the set of more descriptively assessed

textual strategies, hypothetically derived from our data.

As has become usual in cognitive psychology and Artificial

Intelligence (AI) research about discourse processing in the last

decade, the Van Dijk & Kintsch (1983) model incorporates an account

of the representation and the uses of world knowledge in understan-

ding. For the purpose of this paper, this will not be enough, though.

As soon as we deal with prejudice, we enter a domain of what is

variously called 'hot' or 'soft' cognition, that is of beliefs,

opinions attitudes, and emotions. In other projects at the

University of Amsterdam, we try to extend the current cognitive

models of discourse in this more social psychological direction,

e.g. by accounting for the role of opinions and attitudes in

discourse comprehension (van Dijk, 198-26 Since ethnic attitudes

pertain to groupsand inter-group relations and conflicts, studied

more recently under the label of 'social cognition', and since con-

versations are forms of interaction, our inquiry as a whole proper-

ly belongs to the field of social psychology, despite its linguistic

and cognitive backgrounds.

Finally, it needs to be emphasised that our approach to

ethnic prejudice here does not imply a reduction of this important

form of social cognition -- and of this social Problem -- to the

individual and inter-personal level. On the contrary, although we

cannot here pay detailed attention to the social, historical, cul-

tural or economic dimensions of prejudice and racism, this wider

context is crucial for the proper understanding of ethnic prejudice.

!iuu 8
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In fact, our analysis of prejudiced talk, as we have argued before,

is also intended as a contribution to our insight into the social

mechanisms involved in the formation, the spreading and the accep-

tance of prejudiced beliefs and discriminatory practices in society.

Besides the well-known social and cultural constrAinti on conver-

sational interaction in general, we here witness, within a micro-

sociological perspective, how prejudice and the ways it controls

our everyday talk at the same time exhibit , create.. and confirm.

such macro-sociologically relevant aspects as group conflicts,

discrimination( ddminance and racism at another level brf analysis.

1.4. These last few remarks would require a broader investigation into

the specifics of the ethnic'situation in the Netherlands, which

however cannot be provided in this.paper. As a background to our

analysis of prejudiced talk, therefore, a few observations must

be sufficient (See Bovenkerk, ed., 1978; WRR, 1979, among other studies).

After immigration of Jews in earlier centuriescand of groups

of Chinese in earlier decades, the Netherlands after World War II

witnessed first of all the immigration of large groups of people

from its former colony in the East Indies, now Indonesia, such as

Moluccans, at the end of the fourties and in the fifties. Despite

reports about 'peaceful integration' (e.g. Bagley, 1973) on these

groups, it should be kept in mind that even today opinion polls

consistently show widespread prejudices about these groups, espe-

cially Moluccans (opinions that cannot be fully accounted:for against

the background of some acticnsof young Moluccans intended to promote

their cause of an independent state of the Moluccas)..The fifties and

the sixties then brought the economic situation in which large amovnts

of immigrant workers were recruited, mainly from Italy, Spain and

Yugoslavia, and later also fram other Mediterranean countries, such

as Turkey and Morocco. Especially for the latter groupsc the socio-

economic situation has been bad: low pay, bad housing; exploitation

(especially of 'illegal immigrant workers') , inadequate social ser-

vices, growing unemployment (especially for the second generation)

and steadily increAsing forms of prejudice and discrimination were

prominent features of their minority status. Similar observations

may be made about (mostly coloured) immigrants from Surinam, after

the independence of that country in 1975.

9
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Alihough there are many different minority groups'in the

Netherlands, and although most of these groups axe subject to

at least some of the socio-economic conditions and to various

forms.of pXejudice and discrimination, the actual situation

warrants special attention for two major groups, viz, the immi-

grant workers, or 'guest-workers', from Turkey and MoroCpo, on

the one hand, and the group of people from Surinam (who predomi-
,

nantly have Dutch nationality and who speak Dutch, though often

as a second language), on the other hand. In Amsterdam, these

groups are those which are the object of the more prominent forms

of public interest, and hence of talk, and at the same time the `

target groups of the more obvious types of prejudice and discri-

mination, much like in other cities in the Netherlands. They form

with a total of approximately 400.000 about two-thirds of the esti--

mated number of 600.000 members of ethnic minority groups in the

Netherlands. Governmental policy until 'the end of the seventies

has always been that the immigrant.workers would eventually go

back to their home countries, but this policy has been changed

when it appeared that most of them were here to stay. Severe

immigration restrictions are actually combined with a rather un-

clear policy of acceptance of a. 'multi-ethnic society', in which

(often implicit) hopes of eventual 'adaptation' or even 'inte-

gration' if not 'assimilation' can be discerned against the back-

ground of vows in favour of cult_9til diversity. Typically, as
<2wo-

we find both in survey research and in our own interview data,

large segments oZ the population, would not only welcome even

stricter immigration policies, but especially resent what they

perceive as unfair, unequal treatment in favour of minorities

in the areas of housing, social services or education, while

at the same time astigning them the role of scaoegoat for the

serious socio-economic problems of the Netherlands, mainly un-

employment ,. housing shortage, and substantial cut-backs in

the benefitt. of an extensive welfare system.

Thus, whereas on the whole prejudice and discrimination

can be said to characterize Dutch history and society through-

out the ages (despite a well-known myth of Dutch tolerance,

mostly towards economically welcome groups), the last decade

has witnessed more pronounced forms of ethnic conflict.

10
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2. The concept c.f :strategy'

2.1. The notion of 'strategy' is widely used, not only in everyday

usage, but also in several social sciences. In order to be able

to identify cognititre and conversational strategies in prejudiced

talk, howe7er, we need some conceptual clarification of this rather

vague notion.(for details Of this conceptual analysis, see Van Dijk

& kintsch, 1983). Let us therefore briefly enumerate some of the

major features of what we mean by tha notion of a strategy.

*First, strategies in general characterize properties of

action amd interaction'. It says sohiething about the lay.c. of doing

things; that is about a style of action. More Specifically, actions

are usually analysed in terms of purposes, interzions or plans on

e hand (the cognitive dimensions of action) and in terms oU

overt, hservable doings cr activities on the other hand. Thus,

purposes are cognitive representations of the goals agents want

to bring about* (or avoid) through their activities. Strategies

pertainin particular to the way agentrgo about reaching such a

goal. They become relevant as soon As we deal with complex.forms

of actiori and interaction, that is with sequences of (inter-)actions.

This means that often there will be various possible routes in

a complex coAseof action in order to reach a wanted,( 'purposed!)

goal. We will here briefly assume that strategies in particular

can be defined in terms of the (cognitive) planning of the most

effective way to reach the goal. Effectiveness itself, however,

is a complex and rather vague notion. It may mean, for instance,

that we choose aa optional route of action that will have a high

probability of establishing a goal, but at the same time it may

also involve notions such as 'cost' or''difficulty'. In other

words, it may sometimes take a lot of effort and high costs to

reach a goal 'optimalW (the best possible outcome), so that

people may rather opt for an easier route that will neverteless

bring about the desired goal-with-reasonably-high-probability.

Hence, a strategy is a property of a (cognitive) plan °Jr cora-

plex action in such a way that an often difficult goal is reached

in the most effective way. In intvactipn this may mean that we

take into account the possible (counter-) actions of other parti-

cipantsor, the interpretations and evaluationsby other of our ac-

tions, e.g. in terms of
0

'al norms and values. We may

11
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be ignorant out a large part of our own, more local, actions

during the c mplex sequence of actions. Thereforera good stra-
.

tegy involved planning that takes into account, by way of the

calculation of probable (re-) actions of others, or of the proba-

bility of intermediary outcomes of our own actions, parts of the-,

action Sequence that the agent still ignores. This means that

strategies, contrary to rigid plans or especially rules or,other

forms that regulate and monitor behaviour, should be flexible.

2.2. This brief summary of some of the features of the notion of
4,

strategy already allows us to try to specify it, still rather

intuitively, for conversations aboutlainorities. Conversations

are also complex sequences of action. They .may hale.(soMe"times

several) goals, and they involve other participants of which the .

(re -)actions, .e.g. turns in talk, are seldom knoum in advanCe,,,

at least not in detail. If in storytelling about some.negative

experience a speaker wants to convey, often indirectly or impliCitr

.{:.

ly, a negative opinion about some minority group, the realnation
,

of this goal may be hampered by a nunber'of problems. Thush the.- -

hearer may not understand'our point, the hearer may notlbelieve

what we,try to assert, the

opinions about what we say

and so on. In other words,

hearer may have or change,his/her

and therefore about dgr 'ch4oter7.,

if a :9peaker at the same time:wants

to reach a 'good opinioa' about him-/herself, the expreSsiOn of- .s

beliefs and opinions that.might besinterpretedAs contiadictarir'zt- .
P " jii

., '' : -,
with such an opinion or with more,general'social norms and.valUOS,-, -.

wishmight interfere with reach :another Social goal.; Tas

.is a typical_situation in_whictk_a strategy is, 41i64.forq alakt.- ,;,..,.s..

that realize as mu h of both goals as possiae!., Direct. eXpreS4Oft-'''

= ,.:,

egy that optimally ombines those Moves in. an action sequense:-,

(Iof what we 'really ink' may realize the goil of getting 4:CrOiss",-
_ ,

. ,

our communicative point, but may 'cost'-us a favourgle_40iOh;,,

such as 'a good, tolerant, understanding citizel.'On'the o#1-er

hand, making a good impression might well inhibit us to t43.1Aihat

we would lipe to tell, e.g. beaause'it represents an 1.,iporti6t,-,::c $,

experience, feeling, or opinion. Ob'liously,,, therefore, th'e

tegy will be flexible wIta respect of tIle kind, or:,heare4r we are ,

talking to: friends, faiZly,members,or
,

tot

.
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ready have an opinion about us, including an opinion about

our opinions about minorities, so that in that case we might

be less concerned about making a good impression (although we

may be concerned about maintaining an already established good

impression). In that case, obviously,the'consonance!between

the 7pinions of the participants in the conversatior will be

crucial. In talk with unknown oth7, e.g. in interviews, part

of the strategy may therefore corlisist in moves aiming at the
_

expression of the opinions of the other.

From this informal application of the notion of strategy

to the issue of conversational communication about ethnic mi-

norities, we may conclude that indeed it makes sense to speak

of strategies when we deal with the complex interactional pro-

blem of realizing both tile goals of optimal self-presentation:

and those of wanting to tell about, to share, our experiences

and opinions with othersof the same group. Below, then, we will -

try to make these observations more systematic and explicit in

the analysis of conversational moves thatare geared to the

optimal, effective ways to realize these goals.

2.3. Conversational strategies are typically strategies of action and

interaction, involving planning, goals and a choice among possi-

ble alternative courses of action. Cognitive strategies might

of course be defined in terms of reaching difficult 'mental'

goals through-a complex series of mental actions. In this res-

pect the comparison (or the metaphor) holds. Yet there Are a

number of theoretical and methodological problems, such as the

nature of 'mental acts', the possibility of planning such acts

(and hence of making a strategy), the 'consciousness' of the

execution and monitoringsuch acts, and so on. Despite these

problems, which will not be discussed here, we will simply

assume that indeed we may also speak about cognitive strate-.

gies. Yet, in that case we do not apply it to (always) conscious

mental actions, but rather to (often automatized) cognitive opera-

tions, to which we only have limited access and which are not

always under full and explicit control. Think aloud protocols

of e.g. problem solving tasks have shown however that sometimes

people ma have such strategies and may even talk about them.
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We have assumed above that the manipulation and expression of

'delicate beliefs' in some social context may well constitute

such a problem for social members. We therefore will also assu-

me that people try to solve such:problems in a strategic way.

We c14im that traces of these cognitive strategies can be found

in the more 'overt!,forms of communicative interaction, and hence

also in conversations. Monitoring their own utterances and the,

sometimes non-verbal, reactions of the hearer, we thus 'see'

how a speaker chooses a certain 'path', goes back to earlier

points and takes another path, and so on. Obviously, such an

analysis requires an explicit model of verbal production, both

at the sentence and at the discourse levels. We at present have

only some hypotheses about fragments of such a model, so a Possi-

ble analysis of underlying stxategtes in the expression of eth-

nic attitudes Will be obscured by our ignorance about the more

general strategies peoplesuse in the accomplisment of the com-
.

plex task of participating in a conversation. Both whht we say,

and how we say it, are involved, so specific constraints *....upon

local and global semantics and pragmatics; as well as local

grammatical and non-verbal styles are relevant in the more

specific Problems of 'delicate' topic expression.

3. A strategic cognitive model

3.1. This paper cannot possibly discuss the full complexity of a

cognitive model of strategic discourse processing. Yet, some

central fatures of this model should be meniioned in or-

der to understand both the conversational strategies and the

more specific cognitive.strategtes for the use and expression

of ethnic attitudes. After the analysis Of discourse data in

the .next section, we will therefore return to the cognitive

model with hypotheses about this more specific use of ethnic

attitudes. Here we are concerned only with more general stra-

tegies of discourse processing and the role of information in

memory in this process.

1 4



3.2. Although higher level generalisations are possible about

cognitive discourse strategtes . , it makes sense

to distinguish between strategies of production and those

followed in comprehension. The goals in these two cases

are different, so by definition the strategies will be at

least in part different. To simplify the discussion we will

here say little about the specific surface structure stra-

tegies used in the effective productionof grammatical strings

or their decoding and interpretation as semantic units, viz.

propositions. Relevant at this point is the assumption that

strategic production,-.and decoding, unlike the operation of.

granmatical rules of an algorithmic nature, is not mono-iettel.

Thus, in production, a language user will not first fully con-

struct underlying semantic representations and then feed these

into a surface structure formulator specifying lexical entries

and syntactic structures and their phonetic realization. Rather

partial semanf information will lead to partial surface struc-

ture formu ion, which again will constrain further semantic

oroduct' n by self-monitoring feedback. If these constraints

are semantically and pragmatically unacceptable, repairs may

be made, and sentences may be started. anew. In other words,

both during production and during comprehension, language users

will constantly shift fran one level to another using the rele-

vant information of one level in the construction process going

on at another level. This may mean that the model, although

roughly working in a linear, on-line fashion, may need para-

llel procesSing in order to keep track of all the 'information

lines' being handled at the same timo.

Another feature of a strategic model of discourse processing

is that again both in production and in comprehension both textual

(grammatical or other) and contextual information is dealt with

at the same time. That is, in comprehension we not only decode

and interpret textual data, but also numerous data from the social

and communicative situation, such as para-verbal activities (gestu-

res, face-work, etc.) of particioants, other actions, and setting

characteristics of the situation. In addition, the language user

15
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will make use of large amounts of already stored information

in memory, such as general world knowledge in so-called

semantic long term memory, as well as more concrete context-

bound personal recollections of past events and discourses,

stored in so-called episodic long term memory. This information

will be intelligentty stored and hence organised so that effec-

tive, that is strategic, use can be made of it during compre-

hension and production. Thus, in a 'minority story' about how
_

the speaker's bike was stolen on the market, we need not acti-

vate from memory all we know About bikes and markets. Only a

more strategic use will be made of the relevant information

in order to understand the story. Below, we will have to exa-

mine how (ethnic) opinions and attitudes are thus strategically

used in the production and comprehension of stories about mino-

rities.

We see that strategic production and comprehension in

discourse allows the language user to permanently adapt utte-

rances as well as their interpretation to the locally availa-

ble information and interactional constraints from the text,

from context and from cognition. This complex process is possi-

ble only if we assume that it is also effectively controlled.

We will therefore also assume that the complex flow of-infor:',.

mation of different types needsto be monitoied at higher levels:

we must know what information we must now attend to, which in-

formation may be (temporarily) stored in episodic memory for

possible reinstatement later, which more general world know-

ledge we now need in short time working memory, or which addi-

tional information is required from the context, e.g. in order

to disambiguate the interpretation. Therefore, the control sys-

tem will keep track of what has been said so far (by us, by

the other), what our overall or local plans are, which interest

or bias must be active to understand the discourse in view of

our own goals, etc. It is at this level that we assume that

overall conversational and social goals and norms influence

the production and the comprehension process.
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It is roughly in this way strategic discourse processing

takes place. Thus, through a cyclic process of clause-by-clause

or sentence-by-sentence production or understanding in STM, sur-

face forms are connected with underlying propositions. For text

this means, in addition,that propositions must be coherently

connected to form a textual representation. This representation

is gradually constructed and stored in episodic memory during

understanding, and forms the goal of the process of understan-
_

ding the discourse of the speaker. And the reverse holds in

production: here the semantic representation is not a goal but

a starting point for surface structure encoding. Yet, the two

processes of production and comprehension are not simply eaCh

othees mirrorimaga. Comprehension is also a constructive pro-

cess, in which top down processes provide expectations about

.probable coming surface structures, propositions and overall

themes (semantic macrostructures) or the pragmatic 'point' of

the text or conversational turn.

Although strategies may use information from various

sources (text, context, memory) , we may still characterize

them by their specific goal. Thus, semantic strategieslhave

as their goal the construction of semantic representations

of discourse, whereas syntactic strategies have as thir

goal the analysis or construction of syntactically well-

formed strings of a given language..Also, strategies:may

be differentiated according to the scope or tnit theY operate

on. Thus:, we may have strategies for the understanding of

lexical items, the understanding of clauses, the establish-

ment of coherence relations between propositions, or the

derivation of higher level 'themes' or macrostructuies from

the more detailed propositional sequences expressedlby the

text. The same holds for the formulation or interpretation

of styliAtic variations in lexical choice or syntactic struc-

ture, of rhetorical devices, and of overall schemata, such as

those of .stories, argumentations or conversations Ls a whole.

Finally, it must be determined which social speech Lct or

other social implications are intended by the speaker or IL

implied by the utterance. All these strategies shot4d be reviewed

in more detail when we deal with conversations abo t minorities.

L 1 7
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When we assume that the goal of discourse understanding

is the construction of a textual representation (TR) in epi-

sodic memory, we only tell half of the stoty. In the Van Dijk

& Kintsch (1983) model another important component has been

built in: a situation model (SM). This situation model can best

we concelved as the cognitive correlate of the kind of models

or model structures used in formal semantics. In formal semen-

tias, expressions such as sentences are interpreted relative

to or 'in' a model. Intuitively, a model is an abstract repre-

sentation of world(s), the domain(s) of individuals in these

worlds, and possibly other parameters such those-of time, place,

speech participants and even the knowledge available to the

speech participants. The cognitive situation model we here

postulate is an integrated structure in episodic memory: ft

is the collection of relevant previous experiences (and hence

,also discourses) about a given 'situation'. A good example is

the kind of situation models built up and used in newspaper

reading. It is not plautible that we recall all the individual

news items we have heard or read during :months,abott say the

war in Lebanon. Gradually we have constructed a 'mental picture'

of that war, both on the basis of concrete news items and on the

basis of more general knowledge and beliefs about the Middle

East, about Lebanon, and about civil wars. During the interpre-

tation of a new news item, this SM will be activated and where

necessary 'updated'. There are a large number of important cog-

nitive funttions for these situation models. Among other things

they provide the referential 'base' for the interpretation of

(co-)referring expressions, e.g. oronouns, in the discourse.

Also, they serve as the episodic, and hence personal and vatia-

ble, point of departure.for the process of learning: through

abstraction, generalisation and decontextualisation, SM's may

become the well-known scripts or frames (Schenk & Abelson, 1977)

of semantic memory. Reading about several aivil wars provides .

us the more general knowledge about the notion of 'civil war',

that is a CIVIL WAR scriPt.

For our purposes, situation models are essential in the

account of strategies and the processes dealing with opinions

and attitudes. We assume that Models of situations also feature
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our personal opinions that have been activated or construed

during the processing of information. If we hear a story about

an event that involves members of an ethnic group, we not only

may activate the 'ethnic situation model' that represents the

relevant social relations in our neighbourhood as we see them,

but we may at the same time activate or form our opinions about

actions of minoritIr members as part of that SM. In other words,

the ultimate goal of communication and hence of discourse under-

standing is not so much the construction of a TR in episodls

memory, but rather, through TR, the activation, updating or

(re-)construction of our relevant situation model about a given N

topic. Clearly, SM's are subjective, and their updating need

not at all be consonant with the intentions of the spPaker as

indicated by the style, topics or opinions expressed in his/her

discourse. For the formation or change of ethnic prejudices

this means that of course not all prejudiced stories.. will auto-

matically lead to 'prejudiced' situation models. Since an SM

is crucial in the very process of understanding itself, e.g.

because it provides the relevant knowledge base necessary for

understanding, it may even influence the process of understan-

ding itself., and hence the construction of a TR that is diffe-

rent from the TR intended by the speaker. This is an explana-

tion of the familiar phenomenon that hearers and readers often

are said to understand onlY what they 'want' tn understand or

at at least tend to pay attention above all to the information

in a text that is 'consistent' with their own knowledge and

opinions. This means that even for-stories or newspaper items

that as such are not directly ethnically biased, a hearer or

reader may well (re-)cOnstruct the textual representation in

a way that is coherent with his/her own 'biased' situation model.

Similar remarks may be made for the production of prejudiced

discourse. The informational and attitudinal basis for what we

want to say in a story or interview forms the relevant situa-

tion model we have about minorities and events involving mino-

rities in our neighbourhood, town or country. Since however

there are conversational and social norms for what we can say

to wholin what situation, strategies are necessary for the

optimal expression of these contents of the situation model.

19
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4. Conversational strategies

4.1. Everyday conversations are complex sequences of social interac-

tion, and therefore need strategic control by the respective

participants of their contributions to the ongoing.talk.in order

to realize their various local and global goals. Clearly, these-

goals may be very diverse. Thus; during a party it may be one

overall, goal of the conversation-to-just-have-a"pleagarit'talk

with someone, which may be a subgoal of the overall goal of

amusing oneself during the party, or of the goal of 'getting to

know people'. Also, informal everyday talk may serve the cog-

nitive or emotional goal to tell about important personal expe-

riences, to voice opinions, to.persuade somebody to adopt'these.

opinions or to share in our experiences. Talk about ethnic mino-

rities (EM), even as a sub-tbpic of a larger conversation, will

often have these latter goals._Apart from the personal functions

of these goals, they also may have a nutber of important social

functions, such as communicating knowledge and beliefs about

relevant outLI:groups, the shared updating and testing of group

norms and values and in general the formation or change of group

attitudes,on the basis of which group members may control and

monitor future action, interaction and opinion making.

It is within these more general personal and social goals

that we should understand the more specific goals of everyday

talk and hence of conversations about minorities. Suogoals of--

the conversation in turn are geared towards the optimal reali-

sation of these overall goals of the conversation, and should

be realised through the performance of a sequence of moves.

Thus, a move is any action that is functionally defined within

a sequence,relative to other actions,under the scoie of the in-

tention (or plan) to realize a (sub-)goal. In a telephone con-

versation that has as its main goal to invite someone for dinner,

it may be a relevant move to ask first whether that person is

free that night. After the other's move (e.g. "Yes, why?") has

realized the subgoal of obtaining relevant information, the

speaker-may then proceed with the proper invitation speech act,

which may again be complex, e.g. consist first of an as'sertion

such as "Next week Susie is having her birthday...", and "We

20
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are giving a party", or informations like that. For the hearer,

this sequence of moves if often sufficient enough to guess, stra-

tegically, what the 'point' will be4 viz, an invitatior for the

party, so that the speakermay even omitthe proper invitation

speech act, which makes it a typical 'kdirect speech act'.

Fran this example we see that, within the framework of larger

goalsl_speakers may try to_realize.relevant sub-gOA1S__Iirst_by

the performance of a sequence of moves. If one of the moves pro-

vides information to the speaker that the overall goal cannot be

reached (sudh as the hearer's not being free at the night of the $

party in the hvitation example), the goal may be changed and

hence also the strategy lor the rest of the conversation. This

will especially be important in those situation where the motiVa-

tions, intentions and plans of the speaker might be 'awkward',

so that the speaker prefers the hearer not to know about them

unless a relevant request can be met (e.g. borrowing money from

someone, inviting the girl one has fallen in love with for dinner,

etc.).

The strategy informally analysed above is a pragmatic

strategy, because it involves the execution of a number of

speech acts (a request, an assertion, etc.) that are merely

intended to establish the necessary conditions that make an-

other speech act, namely the invitation, appropriate and

effective. Of course, a direct invitation would have been

possible after the initanixsetings, etc.). of the telephone

conversation, but due to a number of rathersubtle social norms,

such a direct invitation might indeed be an_infaction upon the

liberty of thehearer: saying "Sorry, I can't... may be aw-

kward both for the hearer to say or for the speaker to hear

as a necessary answer. Hence, the initial moves . maie sure

whether the hearer has time, and motivate the occasion of

the party. Apparently, the overall invitation-goal must not

conflict with general nOrms of politeness according to which

awkward next moves in the conversation are avoided. This is

but a simple and rather straighforward example. Actual talk

involves many more, and more subtle, strategies for the reali-

zation of a nutber of sometimes conflicting goals.
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4.2. Besides the pragmatic strategiei mentioned above, a speaker

may els(' use semantic discourse strategies. Whereas a prag-

matic strategy may consist of a series of pragmatic moves

(speech acts) intended to establish the conditions to per-

form a main speech act, or to realize an overall, macro-

speech act (see Van Dijk, 1977, 1981 for details), a similar

kind_ofstrategy_may_be_used at the-semantic-level, In-order

to convey an overall meaning, topic or theme, that is a seman-

tic macrostructure for one fragment of a conversation, the

speaker must express a number of propositions at the more

local micro-level. Also here, one proposition may be expres-

sed-in order to denote a situation or condition with respect

to which another proposition in the conversation becomes intelli-

gible: someone's birthday is a normal condition for a:party.

In this way, speakers may establish, through several turns of

talk, a coherent prvosition sequence or text base (Van Dijk, 1977).

The strategic semantic moves may be both looal and global,:

the expression of a proposition may be intended to just provide,

locall Y, the necessaty condition for a next proposition --ex-

pressed in the same.turn by the samespeaker, or in the next

turn by the next speaker (as in asking a question and getting

an answer), or it may function as a componerit in a more global,

overall topic of discourse. In ,a story about the birthday party,

thus, propositions such as 'We went by car' or 'We arrived at

ten o'clock' may be components in the overall topic, represented

by the macroproposition 'We went to a party at Susie's'.

In conversational interaction also other semantic strategies

ere relevant. Especially in those situations and for those topics

where it is important that the hearer establishes more or less

exactly 'what we mean', the speaker will closely monitor the

possible implications and interpretations of what has been said.

This may result in moves such as 'explaining' L5revious proposi-

tions, 'corfecting' or 'repeating' what has been said, ot 'contra,-

dicting' possible negative implications of nrevious propositions.

As we have seen before, these strategies may not only be geared

towards the construction of an adequate intetpretation by the

hearer of the utterances themselves, but also towards the adequate

evaluation of the speaker as a social member.

LJ 2 2
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In the framework of oux cognitive model this means that

the aim`of the speaker is at least threefold: to contribute

to an optimal TR in episodic memory, to contribute therewith

to an optimal updating of the situation model, but also to the

construction of what we could call an appropriate context model

for the communication. Such a context model will feature, among

other-things-, a-- model---of-the--speaker-r-and---intuitively-speaking

it will generally be an important aim of the speaker, in any

conversation, to establish a 'positive' speaker model with

the hearer, that is 'to make a good impression'. Bence, the

expression of propositions that might conflict with the opinions

or the attitudeç of the hearer, may result in a negative speaker

model. This is slightly more sophisticated formulation of the

situationl_slc5thed earlier:in this paper, in which speakers

tell about their experiences and opinions regarding ethnic

minorities. The examples of semantic strategies mentioned above

are therefore a good starting point for the study of the stra-

tegic management of,self-presentation in storytelling about

minorities. They are the means to realize the important goal

of avoiding misinterpretations (the "don't et me wrong"-strate-

gies). We will return to these strategies shortly.

(3

i4. . Another set of conversational strategies pertain to the surface

formulation of these underlying propositions. Besides the more

general strategies for adequate' graamatical and effective for-

mulation, which we will ignore here, these strategies will be

stylistic and rhetorical. Thus, lexical choice, clause struc-

ture or word ordering may be crucial in the expression (or

avoidance) of fine-grained semantic subtleties. Under referen-

tial identity, variable expressions may be used to denote ethnic

minority groups or their actions. Certain expressions will have

negative implications or associations. Similarly, rhetorical

figures of speech, such as repetitions, understatedentb, over-

statements (hyperboles), metaphors, comparisons, or irony, may

emphasise, de-emphasise, or draw attention to certain propositions.

In this paper, we can only pay indir4ct attention to these surface

strategies-of conversation.

23



4.4. Finally, conversations are typically made up of sequences of

turns by different speakers.(Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974).

It has been established that participants in a conversation follow

a number of rules in the distribution of tuxns: they knoW how to

keep a turn, to take-one or to give ohe. Besides these more gene-

ral rules (such as 'speakers do not speak at the pme time'),

participants will use more personal and context-bound strategies

of turn-taking. They may 'violate' the rules, e.g.-interrupt-z:-

speaker at a non-permitted location in the ongoing talk, when

a number of conditions are satisfied:For instance, if it appears

that a hearer has misunderstood a previous turn of the speaker,

this speaker May immediately try to correct the hearer, who is

now speaking, so,that.the ongoing turn becomes ill-occasioned.

Similarly, within a turn, a speaker may strategically make use

of typical conversation phenomena such as hesitations, repairs

or false starts (Polanyi, 1979) in order to convey a specific

interpretation, such as 'I am not sure about this', or 'I feel

uncomfortable saying this'. Obviously, such strategies need'not

at all be 'conscious' inithe sense of being explicitly intended

or controlled. Many of the surface strategies of style, .:.: those

of turn-taking,-and those of intonation; paraverbal activities

and those of 'realisation' (repairs, false starts) may have

become automatised.

We have seen that the various types of strategy mentioned

Above are closely related with the semantic strategies of con-

versation that will be further examined in the rest of this

paper. This is perfectly in line with our definition of the

aotion of a strategy. If semantic strategies of production are,

geared towards the effective realisation of a semantic represen=

tation of what is said in the memory of the hearer, they may

well make use of various other textual, contextual and cognitive

means, such as style, gestures or presuppositions, to achieve

that goal optimally. We will however'not study these Pioperties

of other discourse levels in this paper, but merely mention

some of them when we analyse the purely semantic aspects of

semantic strategies, viz, the structures of and the relations

between propositions in or between the turns of conversations.

24
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5. Semantic strate ies in conversations dboat ethnic minorities

5.1. HaVing establishdd the theoretical and empirical backgrounds

for the analysis of everyday talk about ethnic minorities, we

may now turn to the more specific issue of the semantic stra-

tegies people Ilse in such conversations. The theoretical account

Of stitch strategies however is not straightforward. Some semantic

strategies may be formulated in terms of well-known semantic

notions Such as 'implication', 'presupposition', 'synonymy' or

'antinomy'. Other notions though, such as. 'specification',

'generalization', or 'correction', saem to be less clear.

Whereas the traditional n4:imna pf linguistic and formal seman-

tics are rather structural or ' tatic', the others have a more

'dynamic' nature: they are mor .like semantic acts than proper-

ties of propositions or relat ons between propositions. That

is also the reason why we wan to speak of semantic strategies,

rather than of semantic relations. This means that confusion'

with (pragmatic) acts, accomplished by the performance of speech

acts, or even with rhetorical acts, becomes likely here. Proper

definkicms and distJnctions will therefore 6e needed to specify

the semantic strategies as a separate level of conversational
4

and cognitive analysis, although 'in reality' the cognitive opera-

tion of these strategies will be 'mixed' with others.

5.2. The interviews that have been held with majority members of

one of the 'contact' neighbourhoods of Amsterdam are of course

not examples of natural conversations. Even 'free', non-direc-

ted interviews are constrained by special goals and intentions

of an interviewer; in such a way that the interviewer takes a

minimal role, mainly by asking questions or encouraging, the

interviewee to 'go on', but nevertheless may control the overall

topics. Without going into the details of the specific rules and

strategies of interview dialognes, we will here assume that there

is sufficient resemblance with spontaneous conversations to warrant

conclusions about the kind of strategies that occur in talk

between relative strangers: within a opecified topic of talk,

the interviewee has the liberty to spontaneously organise his/

her contributions to the conversation.

9 5
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, '' ,

5.3. Before we try to be mOre syStematic
:..

examine a number of.*Conorete exanipleg; One oE they thitia. ,

questions in the intervieA, after ,sOme:intrOductort talk
about liviag in Amsteraem "(which is,.the purported-Aid-,i4Cthe-

interview as presented to ths iritervieyee),.7and 'aboUt 'the
neighbouhood, cOnaerris possible, contacts'-with ''fcireigherAfi

-. if the interviewee does not. insnt4.oh this tdpic.-spontarieoUslY

as a sub-topic of the 'this neighbburhOtid'

The folloWing excerpt -comes frd'm 'en InterView
-

-

y-ear old woman( the APPENDIX.for-Diltch rgiñá1 transsc-ripts)::

(1) mq-1

1. Iter: Do you_ also have contacts'',Vith fOreigners ,in this
2. neighbourhood?

,

itee.: Well, No, uhhm,,Ithat s Very'-diffiCults; uhhm, she
, ,

4. is just 'about to, saY'hallo \t9., 'me; =Opt :neighbour

5. Iter: Oh,. is she Surinamese, Or*
6. Itee: No, not, I ,thrnk 'She is Turk'ish-or-NordcOen but't ,

7. sometimes talk.. With the._ children,-...; ..thini'She 5,s ;licitly

8. insiae the nOnse;.,they are :. not alloWed t5t, go ut aion4.
,

In tier negative answer the.voinan-in line 3 aitter_SOme. iieSj.tatiOn,, - .

-;":
. marked by ',uhlinit'; 'adds a...zpossib'le reaSta: tor' t..he- lack of -.-dtinta"-ct

, --,
w,ith her foreign neighbours:. such cci3pacts are,;Very-dikfiCulti;_.
Specifying reasons for' an, ant4e 491:it:negative actions- -(racit'
having contacts) can be interpietOd" as expranationt-. That,
the second move of 3.can be:heard..as explaining the firSt,-_

,

which appropriately answers the ztieS as ,such .but does, ill:it,
,

complete the possibly required infdrmation. A simile likoe7woti,14
.

be too short, and would' probably' lead to a "Why not?"'move
the Iter, so Itee herself provides 'Tgood:reagons'. Yet, a state-
ment about the difficulty of establishing eontact may be too cjeneral,
and needs backing up. Hence, the third' mcive, iS to. In'Stanti.te ...the difficult contacts by giving ad example: the Iforeign) neigh-,
bour barely, greets her. AlthoUgh _the i,zordan admits seveYars turns

later in the interview that she is,seldota at home,and aods not . .

k../ . : , ,
establish contacts So- much _herself, , 'this' first backing -4- Of, tfie

,;:. _

.explanation by giving an example attributes the soUtceof the. --
..

difficulties to the foreign wahan: She is the one who is av61.44.4
,

st. --
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contacts; although this negative action is formulated in the

form of a quasi-positive statement (she does'say hallo) presuppo-

sing that she did not greet before (she is just about to...).

Similar'strategies characterize the next turn:of Itee, after

a question about the ethnic group of the neighbour. Again, a
_

negative answer is followed by a specification providing a

correction to the supposition of the Iter: the neighbour is

not Surinamese but Turkish or Moroccan (two groups of which

meMbers are often hardly distinguished by Dutch people). The

third move of this turn (line 6/7) is initiated by but, although

it hardly seems to connect, e.g. by contrast or negative expec-

tation, with the previous_move. Rather, her assertion about the

Contact with her neighbourb children should be interpreted as

a further answer to the initial contact question. The but in

that case can be fully interpreted: no contact with the neigh-

bour herself, but contact with her children. Then, however,

the next turn (!She is mostly inside) reverts to the previous

discourse referent, but specifies, possibly as a further reason

for the absence of contacts, that she is mostly inside. That is,

the assertion that provides further specification about the

neighbour is not arbitrary, but proVides further reasons for

the local topic of conversation, viz, the absence of contacts.

Finally, in line 8, this assertion is generalised in a following

move that states that these women are not allowed to go out alone.

Such a generalisation is often used as a further explanation of

a statemsnt of fact: here by.specifying assumed knowledge about

habits, rules or norms of the outgroup. Besides an explanation

of the fact that the neighbour remains inside, the formulation

of assumed norms of the outgroup at the same time provides a

further explanation of the lack of contact, and attributes it

precisely to these norms of the outgroup. It is not an accidental

situation, a specific habit of this neighbour, but says something

about possible contacts with the outgroup in'general% In other

words, in a few tnrns and by several moves, the Itee follows a

complex strategy of. (i) answering the question, and at the same

time of (ii) justifying and exnlaining her answer.to the qdestion,

by providing reasons, facts, giving an example and a generalization.

27



The second example comes fram an interview witli a 62 years

oId woman who reluctantly accepted to talk about her experiences

with foreigners. Her macro-strategy is to assert that she has

no contacts with foreigners at all, so that she cannot tell about

her experiences. This general strategy of what could be called

topic-avoidance by_claining ignorance is very common,.in the inter-

views. A fragment of the interview runs as follows (her husband

sometimes joins in the conversation):

(2) RA-2

I.Iter: Yes, what kind of, kind of experiences you have

2. with (...) fareigners

3.Women: We here don't have any contacts with foreigners,

4. not at all.

5.Man: (coming from the back) Well, I am a man, but

6. then I find it really terrible, that is frankly my

7. opinion, I an a healthy bloke, I am standing firmly

8. with my feet (?) in life, but that's. a big scandal

9. when you here see young woman Turks walking around (...)

10. 18 years old with an old bloke of 50.

11.Woman: Yeeees

12. Man: with three, four; five children, for which you and

13. I pays, and then I say, they have to do something

14. about that.

Although the English translation is only a distant approximation

(including the various grammatical 'errors', as in line 13J and

the mixture of two expressions in lines 7 and 8 --such as 'standing

with onus feet on the ground' and 'standing in the middle o life'),

the passage shows rather well the strategies used in such

kindSof 'opinion-talk'. As was mentioned above, the.woman in line

3, repeats her avoidance moves, by denying contacts with foreigners.

At the end of her turn, she repeats the negation (same ,,ords in

Dutch: "helemaal niet" --not at all), which can be interpreted as

a move of emphasising an earlier assertion. Then, her husband

joins the conversation, starting with the typical Dutch particle

Nou (approximately well in English bd:with many other meanings),

which may signal the starting of a new turn, but also, semantically,

28 .
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the first segment of an contrast pair, with the approximate

meaning here: although I am a man, I yet find it... The asser-

tion about his manhood is of course not arbitrary, but part of

a strategy to back up his opinion:'althougli as a man I may be

expected to take sides with other (here: Turkish) men when

relations with younger women are involved, I still find

The negative evaluation in that case becomes more credible,

and the concession (I am a man) then becomes rather an apparent

concession. This concession is f011owed by another move in line

6 and 7, about his frankness, which again delays the object of

the judgement ?'terrible). This movs, although occurring regu-

larly in the interviews, may not always have a clear function.

First, it may imply that the situation is such that the speaker

is entitled to such a frank opinion, and in that case it is both

an excuse and a justification for exprecsing oneself in this

negative way about others, or to mdx oneself in the private

affairs of others. Second, it may imply, more generally, that

the speaker is frank and does not conceal his 'real opinions'.

Third-, the move may more specifically 'look back' at.the quali-

fication just used ("really terrible") and confirm the choice

of the evaluative predicate. Follow two other moves, one About

being a healthy bloke, and the other about 'standing firmly on

the ground/in life'. The first of these seems to repeat and

specify the 'I am a man' move, and thus emphasises the

weight of the negative evaluation:'healthy men like me Could

in principle understand these other men, but...! And, similarly,

with the second move: I know about life, and I am realistic, but...'

These various moves are made to sustain the negative judgement

of the speaker by eliminating possible doubts about his credi-

bility or honesty: :he negative judgement from him might be

heard as a case of jealousy or envy about having such a young woman.

In line 6, then, the negative jiyigement may be repeated and

even emphasised ("a big scandal") , and then finally the core

of the semantic moves may follow, viz, the object or reason for

the negative judgement. This final move of his turn, phrased

in a circumstantial clause, uses a semantic opoceitdbn (young

women vs. old bloke, with a further rhetorical function, namely

a contrast , specified with the possibly exaggerated guesses
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-L
&bout the ages of the relevant outgroup metbers. Sis wife

joins him in line 11 with a positive agreement, with an extra

signal, lengthening the vowel of "Yes". The man conti-

nues by slightly changing the t6pic: after theldifference of

age topic for foreign couples, he can easily slip to the 'they
_

have many children' topic. The moveragain is rhetorically per-

formed by a nuoierical climax (3, 4, 5) , and is followed by

estandard moverin this kind of talk: we have to pay for this,

which can be interpretea as functioning as a negative consequence

for the WE-group. The negative consequence,following reference

to a number of properties aseigned to foreign families,is how-

ever not enough: what is needed is a kind of evaluatiVe con-
.

clusion, a pragmatic moral:"we should do samething about that!,

which here is preceded again by the performative move "then I

say", which again funCtions as an indication of the (personal)

opinion being formulated. We may call this the perspective esta

blishment move, by which a speaker signals that some opinion

is his/her opinion, or that he/she sees the situation from his/

her point..:of view. Notice, finally, that in the stereotypical

moye "for which you and I pay", we not only find a negative
4

consequence function, but also an interactional appeal function:

the interviewer, both as representative of .other (white, Dutch)

people, and as 'belonging to the same, our, group', is referred

to as involved in the negatiVe consequences, and therefore Appealed

to, viz, in order to agree with the judgement.

Again, our analysis is still fairly informal and far from

complete. Further moves, relations between and functions of moves

might be discerned in this kind of, rather typical, example of

prejudiced talk. We have provisionally found that speakers will

do such things, semantically, as repeating or emphasising what

has been said before, as making apparent concessions, to invoke

credibility despite appearances of possibly biased judgements,

to establish semantic oppositions, e.g. to operate rhetorical

contrast, and especially to make positive self-assessments as

preparations for and excuses far negative judgenmnts about others.

Finally, we also saw that there may be a more specific conversa-

tional strategy of postponing important propositions, thereby

creating both 'suspense' and providing enough warrants for an opinion.
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5.4. These few examples have given us the flavour of the kind of

strategies involved in talk about mknorities. We have found,

rather informally and intuitively yed, that speakers make moves,

as parts of more complex strategic steps, that can be interpre-

ted as e.g. 'explanations', 'giving examples', 'specifications',

'corrections', generalisations', 'denials', 'emphasising',

'avoiding', 'concessions'(or apparent concessions), 'repe-

titions', 'establishing contrasts', 'stating negative conse-

quences (for the WE-group)', or 'specifying perspectives'.

Clearly, these are just exmgples, and the expressions used to

name these semantic moves are no more than lexical approxi-

mations of what is 'going on'. Before we contihue with syste-

matic observations on our data, further theoretical clarifi-

cation is in order. Is it possible, for instance, to_find_common

underlying principles organising these strategies? Also, should

these strategic moves all be called semantic, or do they also .

involve pragmatic or other dimensions of description? And,

finally, what smantic description can be given so that the

strategies can be specified in unambiguous terms?

In order to provide the theory with someWhat more results

from empirical analyses, it should be added here that examina-

tion of some other fourty interviews, collected in a pilot study

for this project in various neighbourhoods of Amsterdam, already

yielded some thirty further semantic (and other) local moves in

the management of minority talk. These moves have been termed

e.g. 'presupposition', 'implication', 'suggestion', 'mitigation'

(or 'understatemene) , 'exaggeration' (or 'overstatemene),

'vagueness', 'indirectness', 'displacement', 'blaming the

other' , 'ignorance', 'distance', '(apparent) contr4dicLi',

and so on (see Van Dijk, 1982a, for details). It was also

observed there that moves may have several of these functions

at the same time.

One of the first theoretical observations'that come to

mind is that some of the moves are strictly relational, in

the sense that they can bo defined only relative to other moves

in the sequence. In that respect they contribute to the local

coherence of the discourse. Thus, a 'correction' can be &fined

only with respect to what has been said before, and so does



move. Other moves though do not have a rel'ational function, but

can be-categorised in their own right, though often implicitly

relative to expectations, a norm or properties.of the communi-

cative context. Thus, an 'exaggeration' can.be identified as

a move in which something is claimed, or a judgement is made,

which is obviously 'more', e.g. 'more negative', than was plan-

ned by the speaker, expected by the hearer, or relative to the

implicit norms and values holding in the communicative context

for judging about events or actions of others, such as 'foreigners'

in this case. SoMe strategic moves may appear both as relational

and as autonomous. Thus, for instance 'displacement' is a move

in which a previously_expressed_own-negative-opiniun ib_

- 28-

'mitigation': someting is claimed in le& negative terms than

it was in a previous move: the speaker 'tones down' a previous

placed' (attributed) to others, e.g. other members of the WE-

group, as in "I don't mind'so much, but others in this neigh-

bourhood get really mad at these things". In this case the dis-

placement move follows a typical avoidance or denial move, in

which a speaker denies negative evaluations of the TEEY-group.

Obviously, such a displacement may also occur alone,Ithat is

without the explicit previous denial of the speaker about his/

her own feelings. In both cases though, like for the other moves,

the ultimate functions of the moves should be established not

only locally, that is with respect to preceding and following,

moves, but also with respect to the goals of the conversation/

interview as a whole. Thus, 'mitigation' both tones down,

locally, a previous move, but also, globally, aims at the

establishment of a positive impression of tolerance and under-

standing.

The theoretical criterion we would like to apply in the

decision whether a move is semantic or not, is that a semantic

move should be definable in terms of semantic relations between

prcpositions or between the referents of propositions, that is

'facts' in some possible world. In other words, the specifica-

tion may be either intensional or extensional, or both. Prag-

matic moves, on the other hand, should be definable in terms of

relations between speech acts, whereas rhetorical moves may again

be based on both semantic and pragmatic (and surface structural)
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information, viz, by applying a specific transformation to this

information. Thus a !repetition , as we have in the examples ana-

lysed above, is a semantic move if its underlying proposition(s)

are equivaksit:_with _those in_a__olose prevtous move,. where equiva-

lence is defined as usual, viz, as mutual entailment. Strictly

speaking, according to pragmatic conditions on appropriate asser-

tions, the repetition of a same proposition in the same local

context would be 'superfluous': hearer already 'knows p'.

Therefore, semantic and pragmatic repetition alsb functions as

a rhetorical move, viz, in terms of an ADDITION (of 'same')

operation, that also defines phonological rhyme, or syntactic

parallelism. Such a rhetorical move would be functional with

---respect-to-the-overall-goal-of-being-(more)--effeotiveH, e.g. by

making sure that the right 'message' is conveyed. In other

words, the semantic and pragmatic moves hardly contribute any-

-ihing 'new' to the discourse representation in-the memory.

representation of the hearer --according to the cognitive model

sketched above-- but its rhetorical function may attribute extra

'weight' or 'relevance' to the repeated proposition or assertion.

This extra memory 'tag' will be helpful in retrieval and hence

makes the proposition/assertion more effective. From this brief

theoretical analysis of the move of a 'repetition' --for which

further cognitive processing will not be discussed here-- we see

that moves may be defined at several levels of analysis.

Similarly, we may try to define other moves. An explanation,

for example, can be 'defined in terms of postponed reasons Or

causes of a fact denoted by an earlier proposition, as in:

"I have no contacts with them. They do not speak our languaae".

A separate explanatory move may of course collapse with the

previous assertion by a camplex sentence with an embedded

because-clause, for which however the sequential and the presuppo-

sitional conditions are different. Explanatory moves are always

separate (mostly assertive) speech acts, usually expressed by

an independent sentence. Of course such moves may be recursive:

several assertions may be made, each or together functioning as

an explanatory move.
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'Example and specification moves can semantically be

defined in terms of one-sided entailment: a is a specification

of.2.., if g entails 2., and an example would similarly be defina-

ble in terms of an instantiation relation, specifying a member

of the set denoted by a previous proposition. 'Generalisedion'

is defined the other way round: the generalising move is ittelf

entailed by its previous move, or defines the superset of which

a previous move specifies a meMber. Although this is not yet

quite impeccable from a logical point of view, and although

further constraints are necessary (not aageneralisation is

acceptable, but only 'relevant' ones), these theoretical defi-

nitions will do for the moment.

Other moves are_semantically somewhat_more_complicated-

A correction, for example, is of course not _max other propo-

sition, added as a substitution for a previous proposition.

Often the correction is merely lexical: a better predicate

iS chosen to represent the intended state of affairs referred

to. Or, interactionally, the hearer corrects a wrong presuppo-

sition of the speaker/iter, e.g. by referring to the intended,

but at firsp mis-identified, discodrse referent. In other words,

correction usually pertainsto members of the same class, of

individuals, eir properties or relations, or of facts. Thus,

if we find interview the statement: "They do not work.

Well, that is to say, they mess around with cars and sell them"

(131, 144), the correction is from payed, regular occupation to

irregular, private occupation. That is, common to both termi

-- is the implicated proposition about their occupation, featuring

the same discotise referent and predicates of the same class,

F1Emphasising, and its converse (mitigation), functioning often

at the same time as rhetori,..al hyperboles and understatements,

respectively, may be defined along similar lines. In fact, they

are corrections of a specific kind, whereby often the same

fact.is referred to, but only in 'stronger terms' (or 'softer'

terms). This move may affect the quantifiers (saying instead

of 'many', 'always' instead of 'often'), or the choice of a

more positiv2 or more negative evaluative predicate, such-as

"a big scandal" after saying "it is terrible" in our example

about the young Turkish girls that marry with old Turkish men.
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Although, forually speaking, sometimes these relations may

be defined in terns of entailment, it is essentially our world

knowledge and the system of our norms and values that will spe-

cify whether one proposition can be interpreted as A 'stronger'

or 'softer' representation of same state of affairs. The same

holds for the definition of contrast. Formally, we may try to

capture part of the semantic relation'imterms of antonyms, or

in terms of the implication of a negated proposition (12. is an

antonym of g, if pentails -1, and a entails -p). But again,

what is interpreted as a contrast may heed specific culturally

variable beliefs, opinions or. emotions. 'Young girl' and 'old

man' are certainly contrasts, both along the dimension of gender

and_alongthat-of- ager-botthe-contrast is relevant-only-within-

a proposition in which these two terms are connected by the pre-

didate 'to marry' (or 'are seen together'), which is conflic-

ting with the mating norms of a given culture. Hence, the

semantic opposition should be evaluated relative to a set of

beliefs i.opinions or norms. In fact, this important condition

holds for all our semantic analysts: we are not here talking

about abstract, universal semantics, but about soCio-culturally

variable, and hence cognitively variable and relative semanticS.

For the moves of the interviewee this means interpretation rela-

tive to the beliefs, opinions, norms or values df the'(dominant)

WE-group, in which usually the interviewer is expected by the

interviewee to share. The move of what might be called esta-

blishing a perspective it., precisely the initial or 'reminding'

way to constitut9 this basis for:the interpretation of what is

said, or to guarantee tha.t, the same basis is shared with the

interviewer. In other woras, we here find a meta-semantic move,

that is a move that guarantees,orjgefines the (correct) inter-

pretation basis for other moves (typically: "that is hnw I see

it"). Such meta-moves may at the same time funCtion as a form

of relativisation and hence as a form of mitigation if they

follow a more absolute statement.

Presupposition, implication and suggestion are moves by

which a proposition is entailed, intended or not, that is not

fully or not at all expressed in the surface structure of a

move, again relative to the beliefs and opinions of the speaker.
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Thus, instead of saying "They abuse of our sodial services",

a speaker may presuppose the underlying proposition of this

sentence as known to the speaker, or as shared by the WE-group,

by directly stating: "I don't widexstansi_why_they_are _salausing

our social services". Or, with an implication, we may have it

that people say "W6 have to pay for it" (e.g. that they have

many children), which implies that they do not pay for it them-

selves. And finally, an expression like "They always have the

nicest clothes" suggests the implication "they have money" or

even "they have obtained that money/those clothes by illegal

means". We see that the implicational relations between the

explicitly stated and the implicit Propositions might be in-

creasingly- weak-,-depending-on-the-amount-and-strength of-the

Underlying common beliefs and opinions about the social world.

We here touch upon the large class of moves which not only

contains moves Such as those of the implicit, but also those of

vagueness and indirectness. Vaguehess could be defined in terns

of referential adequacy together with a pragmatic maxim that we

should say no more and no less than relevant for the siduation.

If a speaker wants to represent the (intended) fact 'de stole

my bike', vagueness may become a necessary 'move in order to

avoid outright accusations (against a minority group). This

may be done by adding modalities like "probably", "maybe" or

"I think, that...", by Choosing a more general term, such as

"he took my bike", or by specifying normal conditions or conse-

quences, such as "I have seen him where my bike was...", or

"I have seen that he had my bike". For the hearer the probable

inference about theft remains the same in that case. Similarly,

indirectnass, e.g. of the whole speech act, may be strategically

necessary if the 'direct' speech act would be too impolite,

too negative for the discourse referent or otherwise socially

undesirable. Instead of an accusation, the speaker may then resort

to the kind of indirect accusation performed by the assertion of

possible conditions of the accusation as in the theft example

just,mentioned.
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A denial also requires both a semantic and a pragmatic definition.

On the one hand a dehial will semantically often be a negatio4 of

some proposition ;.but pragmatically it is the assertion thatisome

presupposed proposition, or a previous assertion, is false o
1

inappropriate, respectiV4IY. SISIT-dezirartiartritliat-da-t-e-b-er

-the negation of propositions implied by previous moves, wherpas

other-denial negates propositions implied by moves of the otiler

speaker (here of the interviewer for example). Typical deni4ls

in our data are iloves such as "I have nothing against them"'

which precede or follow moves in which negative evaluations
i
are

made about foreigners. Therefore, such denials shoula also be

heard as a kind of correction or a,warning, viz, that the dther

speaker should not draw the wrong inferences.
z

1

Finally, we often find concessions as movei in Our c4ver-
___

i

sational data. These may be of different types. For instande,
I

before or after negative evaluations, a speaker will typic*lly
I

assert that minorities also'have 'good qualities'. Simile ly,

an actual right may be de ied (such as sharing in the ben4fits
i

of social housing) when a ore general right is conceded isuch
1

as "They have the right to be here). Also, concessions w"ll

typically be made about possibly negative properties of s me

members of the WE-group, before-or after assertions about the

same negative properties of the TEEY-group: "They ruin o4r park
i

here. Of course, also some of the Dutch dhildren do thiW.
i

Whereas explanatory moves could be collapsed to a previops
i

move by a complex because-clause, these concessive moved may

be collapsed to a complex although-clause or a compoundiIbut- or

221:-clause or sentence.
1.
1

Since denials, concessions, and contradictions and1 isimilar

moves may often be incoherent with the overall meaningslor in-

tentions of the speaker, it often makes sense to add the term
i

apparent. This qualification is necessary in order to explain
1

the local and global coherence of the disdourse and tospecify
,

,

the (relative) semantics for each move. In other words we thee-

by want to convey that the move is strategical only rellative to
1

the goal of 'making a good impression' , rather than to the goal
I

of 'being sincere and honest'. Semantically, thus, propositions
1

of such Moves may be false, and pragmatically the spePch acts
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may not satisfy the general condition of sincerity. Note that

this analysis does not necessarily imply a hegative judgement

about the interviewee by-the analyst, butrather a specification

of the way another speaker, e.g. the interviewer, may hear such

moves. (And maybe this was.an apparent denial, too:).

5.5 We now have some better theoretical understanding of what

kind of semantic strategies are 'involved, and along which

lines they can be defined. We have found that moves may be

relational.or not, that somejare semantic and others prag-

matic, and often both, and3fhat some require intensional

and others extensional semantic interpretation. Also we

observed that the.-§einahtid basis-k6r-the interpretation

should be the set of socially shaised beliefs opinions,

norus and values of the WE-group of which the speaker (and

possibly the hearer) is a member. Next, some of the moves

may be self-relational, whereas Others relate to previous

or expected following moves of the other speech participant,

viz, in the framework of the usual recipient design of con- ,

veriational interaction. Thus, mo4e7s\may be backwards and

famerds, so to speak. A. general property of backwards moves

is to semantically o7: pragmatically 'repair' previous ones,

e.g. by correcting,apecifying, explaining, making more cre-

dible, etc. a previous move, or implications of.suCh a move.

t'orward moves will usually have a similar function the other

way around: they will ty anticipatiOn try to take,away possible

negative inferences of planned moves of the speaker. The.most

typical move of this kind is maybe: "I have nothing against

foreigners, but...".

Another general property of the semantic moves we have

discussed is what we coLld call the management of (un-)wanted

inferences: entailed'oropositions may be expressed later, as

in generalisations, or earlier as in specification; may be

kept uhexpressed, as in presupposition, implication or sugges-

tion; or may be negated as in denials or concessions. Also,

adding or deleting semantic information of the sa0e class is

a property.defining a nuMber of moves, such as emphasising,

exaggerating or making uuderstatements.
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Similarly, whereas sameness is involved in repetitions and

exaggerations-, difference or even opposition underlies such

moves as_contrast, contradiction, denial,drawing-negative

consequences, or concessions.

Finally, a number of semantic moves can be defined only

together with their pragmatic and interactional functions.

Expressing ignorance, distance, avoidance, etc. is typical \
for the kind of moves we find in these interviews. People will

often state things like: "I have no contact with them...", "I

avoid then..."-, "I have nothing to do with them...", etc. In

further analysis we mostly find that,these statements are not

(quite) true, and therefore we interpret them as pecific
-,

moves, which would allow the speaker to avoid having to giVe

(honest) negative opinions, which is a godd move within the
\,...-"

overall strategy of positive selflpresentation. Instead'of

refusinTan answer, which would be impolite within the frame-

work of a once granted interview interaction, the speaker can

thus avoid making'specific statements:.not knowing a person/group

is a good and acceptable reason for not being'able to say

someting about him/her/it. Since this move involves an (appa-

rent) denial of the facts, it is itrictly speaking semantic,

but 'refusing a wanted answer about known information: is also

a pragmatic move. The social avoidance of THEY-groups may thus

sometimes turn into conversational avoidance to talk about.them

if that would'hurt our self-presentation.

From this summary and generalising 'remarks about the
,

semantic moves, we also may conclude that each move may be

definable along several dimensions. Many moves involve the

management of conversational inferences, either of the move

itself, or of other, previo4s or next movest of the speaker

or of the other participant) under the general goal.dtrategy

of saying 'one's piece' adequatelir on the one' hand, and pre-'

e'serving a good personal evaluation by the other, on the other hand.

The more specific operatidns then involve featUres such as

'adding', 'taking away', 'blocking'', 'substituting' , 'avoiding'

or 'hiding' such inferences. If these,general conclusions are

-correct, we now should go back to the data and make diem more

precise so that more subtle and more relevant observations can be Made.
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5.6. By.definitiOn, moves dO,nibt come alone, Together with other moves

they,form courses of strategic'Interaction. A next question for

an analysis of conversation, thiiefore,.is to'see.hoW the vary:Us

Dives discussed above zorm,Scquendes, how they interact, or how

the one is kcondition'fore or acohsequence, of :another moVe

We, have assumed sa0.ier tEat in addiz.son to this kind Of local,'

analysis Of moves, e.g.fwithih adjacency pairs or triplets, a
0

more.global analysis oE move sequences requires tEe'identrifica-
.

tion of overall goals of the strategY: what are thmoindividual^-,'

moves*aiming at, what do-they' add up to, at this more:global level.

Let us tiy to find some answer's to.these questions by analysing ,

a next piece of conversation. '.

As,an example we have taken another framnent.of the inter-
(

view with.the 62 yeat old woman (and her husband, who sometiMes

joins the discussion), of which we.earlier extmined another

series of" m6ves (example (2)). The next passage follows the

topic in which she, or.rather Eer hUsband, formulates'a negative

'opinion about the Turkish custom that.older men can marry very

young women. This topic and especially the evaluation is repeated

first, together with the expression of opinions about the amount

of children "they" have. Ul order to be able to analyse this

example forlts interactional move.sequence, we here translate

it in full (again, only approximate English equivalents are,used):

(3) RA-2

1; Iter: What do you mean by that:when you see tlumi [Turkish couplet]

2. in the street?'

3. Man: Yes, yes, well, let's be honest, they are all kids

4. of fifteen, sixteen, seventeen years old

5. Iter: Yes

6. Man: They are married with a bloke of fourty, fifty, all

7. old goats, and making children one after another,

8. you understand, well y6u pay for that, I. pey for that

9. Iter: with social contributions

10. Man: yes, you understand?

t
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11. Woman: Yeeees (...) one may-hot discriminate, but

12. Iter: (Laughs) No, that is a taboo, isn't it?

13. Woman: One is

14. Man:. (...) it goes again the grain with everybody

15. Woman: One is nevertheless confronted with it. I haven't

16. . got,them here in ehh my &Ili around me, no, I haven't

17. gOt contact with foreigners here at all.

18. Iter: But what kind of experiences do you have wit:11 it?

19. you just said

20. Woman: Yes, a couple of Surinamese live here; well you

21. know,_Surinamese, this week the police and the

22. ambulance have, well I'Wasn't there, a police car,

23. and aMbulance have been here, well you know how

24. it is with Surinamese, that is a (takes deep breath)

-25. ehh temparent ehh kind of people, we know that

26. Iter: Yes

27. Woman: But ehh, I can't I am afraid (pause) I am anddst

28. Dutch people (pause)

29. Iter: And you are glad about that, or don't you mind?

30. Woman: Ehh, look madam, if these people adapt themselves

31. to us ehh our Dutch, our Dutch manners and customs,

32- then I won't mind at al1 41 not at all, just like my

3: . husband says, ehh yes, in these bad economic times,

34 dutch women they are reminded that they ehh should

35. not have more than one two children , something like

36. the pill and all those things, and then you come vat-.

37. side and-then-you-see-there--(-pause+-my-tusband-he

38. says those old blokes, I say old men, yes eehh look,

39. that is what goes against the grain with Us

40. Iter: those old foreign men with those young women, you mean?

41. Woman: Yeeees, and then the number of thildren! (pause)

42. Iter: Did you ever talk with foreign women, how' she' thinks

43. about that herself?

44. Woman: No, you don't'get into contact with.them! Not allowed

45. to have contact with Dutch people (...)
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The overall strategy of the interviewer, within this interview,

should be understood against the background of the special aims

and methods of this sub-project, viz, to collect stories about

concrete personal experiences with 'foreigners' , rather than

to ask for opinions about (the'presence of or experiences with)

floreigners. It was assuamd that through the method of eliciting

everyday stories, we would not only hear about experiences, but

also --perhaps indirectly-- get to know the opinions of Dutch

majority people about foreigners, opinions based on experiences

in everyday life. The repeated question, e.g. in line 18-19,

Of the intervieower, therefore should on the one hand be inter-

,. preted as part of this general interview goal, and on the other

hand, more locally, as a (desparate) reaction to the woman's

many times repeated assertion that she has no contact with "them",

implying that she can't tell ahything. This move has already been

identtified as part of an avoidance strategy, in which social

avoidance somehow reflects itself in conversational avoidance:

claiming lacks of contact, allows the excuse that nothing can

be told, which is a pcssible move to avoid saying negative things.

This couple does report some negafiVe opinicinS-though, but they

keep using hedgings. For this passage, the overall personal aim

of the man and the woman is to at least express their critical

judgement about the family customs of foreigners (marrying too

young of wommn, and having too many children). This criticism

is globally founded on the perceived negative consequences for

the WE-group, as expressed (again, see the first fragment in (2)),

in line 8, by a 'negative consequence' move, together with a

move of 'appeal' to the interviewer-(who is taken to be part

of the WE-group) , and a rhetorical repetition move (with proper

enumerative stress on both you and I).

If we go through this passage move by move, we may observe

the following move connections. First, Iter wants some more ob-

servations and opinions about the briefly indicated topic of

age discrepancies of foreign couples. The man, who has initiated

this topic, answers in line 3 with a repeated "yes". This affir-

mation should not be interpreted as a signal that the request

for more information is unde:t-stood, but rather as a general con-

firmation of his earlier observation and judgement about the
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foreign couples. He then repeats his earlier observations,

but introduces these with a stereotypical (Dutch) expresSion

displaying his honesty, which usually functions as an excuse

or a good reason for the expression of 'frank', that is nega-

tive,opinions about a subject. In the form of a generalisation

and a rhetorical climax (15, 16, 17) mentioning the estimated

ages of the women 1.1e uses the word 'kids' instead of 'girls'

or '.women', thereby emphasising the very young age of the women)

he then repeats his earlier observation. In his next turn he

then mentions the men, this time with a two-step climax of

estimated ages, and adds the generalised expression "all old

goats", as a negative evaluation of the sexual role of the men

involved. Again, this topic of age discrepancy is merely an

introduction to the more relevant topic of having (too) many

Children. The stylistic choice of 'old goats' is an appropriate

preparation for the change to that topic in the same turn: "they

make children one after another". (In fact, in Dutch he uses

a mixture of two sayings, viz. "en radar kindereo maken aan de

lopende massa", that is 'making children on the assetbly line'

cotbined with 'making masses of children', Cotbined with the

Dutch particle mar, which has no English equivalent, but implies

'they do so without any restrtction, or scruples'). Follaws

an appeal to the interviewer for understanding of his analysis

of the situation, and then the 'negative consequence' move in

its rhetorical repetitive manner. The interviewer then wants to

make sure the precise implication, and mentions the social

contribution 'we' have to pay (for all those children), a

supposition confirmed by the man in a next turn, and followed

by a repeated appeal to the understanding of the interviewer.-(line 16).

Then the woman takes over again, first by confirming the

earlier (negative) judgement. However, at the same time she

wants to display her awareness of the fact that such a nega-

tive evaluation may be heard as a form of discrimination, and

she expresses this awareness with a stereotypical exoression

(in Dutch: "je mag in wezen niet dtskrimineren, maar") with an

interpolated 'in wezen' (lit.: 'essentially') which here functions

as a particle which signals that an exception is going to be

made to this general norm, an extception stereotypically introduced
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with but in a next clause, which however she does not finish.in this turn.

The function of this move is at the same time an (apparent) con-

cession, viz, of the fact that making negative evaluations in

general ia not allowed, but that here no other judgement is

possible. After the laughing agreement of the intal'Ailewer, who

here voices a now coMmon opinion that it is a taboo to speak

negatively about foreigners, the man interrupts the woman who

wants to finish her but-clause and uses a Dutch saying ("te4en

de borst stuiten") which is a mitigated form of saying that some-

thing is'shocking. He doe's so however by making a generalisation:

everybody is shocked by this; which repeats-and-strengthens-his

earlier judgement. The woman in line 15 then is able to finish

her but-clause and uses the rather vague expression that "one is

confronted with it", which also sounds rather forMal ('to be con-

fronted with' in Dutch colloquial talk seems as ..uncommon as

it is in English). However, as soon as she volunteers such an

expression and also a conclusion of the earlier observations,

the implication is that she does have contacts with foreigners,
,

and therefore she in the next move starts to 'draw back' as it

were, by repeating that she does not have foreigners right where

she lives, followed by the relevant macro-conclusion that she

does mut have any contact. She is back in the avoidancestrategy.

However, once volunteered an observation, the repeated ques-

tion of the interviewer does seem to trigger other memories of

experiences and she starts to tell in line 20 about Surinamese

even before the interviewer can finish her turn by an argument

("you just said") that the w an did admit that she had contacts.

The story about the SUrinamese is however extremely succinct,

and does not all all develop along the usual structural lines

in which a full setting and complication are described: only the

major participants, a couple of Surinamese, and the police and

ambulance, are mentio0d, which leaves open any suggestion of

crime or violence or both. These few details of the untold story

are however embedded in a nuMber of interesting moves. The overall

local move seems to be to express the shared opinion "You know

how they are, the Surinamese, they have temperament , and..",

which she does by first making an appeal to the interviewer

Amu knoc4 which also signals a shared social knowledge. Then
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she interpolates another kind of avoidance move, namely the

'absence' move: "I wasn't there'. The function of such a move

is complex. On the one hand it suggests that if she wasn't

there, she must have the story from hearsay, and that therefore

maybe she shoUad not tell it, or that she doesn't know the de-

tails, and therefore should not judge. Second, conversationally,

it signals again that she rather does not went 'to speak about

it, or does not want,to provide details or judgenent. This

avoidance strategy is marked by further appeals to

the interviewer, which puts the incident into a more general

perspective of 'coMmon kn6wledge': we all know what happened,

I need not tell you. Still, in line 23/24 she has to give a

clue about what happened (it was not an accident, say), and

does this by a move of indirectness and vaguene4S: instead of_

saying what happened, she merely makes a (very hesitant) state-

ment about some generallyascribed property of Surinamese:

that they have a lot of temparament. This is again closed

bythe appeal to common knowledge, which implies that she is

not making a personal (negative) jtdgement. The interviewer

just encourages with a simple "yes" , but in line 27 the.woman

again retreats to her strategic base-line: she car't (tell more?),

because she lives among Dutch people, which-is-a-condition-move--

to implicitly state (again) that she has no contact, and hence

no eXperiences, and,hence nothing to tell.

The interviewer does n6t give up and in ItMa 29-provokes

the womakwith a rather far-reaching conclusion about the woman

Care you giacIabout living among Dutch PeOple4but adds the more

polite 'leaving an option' move( or don't you mind?)This move

directly addresses the possible prejudiced feelings of the woman,

and after a hesitation., she starts a resolution to that conver-

sational Predicament, by the rather definite "Look, madam"

(which is formal and polite when said to s female student

who is much younger: a less polite you:form (jij)would be

more normal; but at the same time the polite address form

seems to create the necessary distance for the following frank

statement of her opinion). The next move is a well-known

'condition': if they behave such and such, then (I accept them,

then it would be OK, etc.). The content of the condition is
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one df the most frequently heard objections to foreigners in

B011and: they do not adapt themselves (to our norms and habits).

After sdch a condition move, a repeated 'positive opinion'

move may follow. This 'positive opinion! move occurs often

in this kind of interview, either in its rather weak form of

'I don't care....', or in stronger forus as in 'I don't mind

at all' or even 'I find it OK

Yet, it is the specific condition move that has the

dominant function here. Therefore, the next moves provide

further backing-for this condition, viz, by a nutber of

'argumentative steps: To defend, make plausible or back

up opinions about ethnic minorities, conversationalists. -es-
in

pecially interviews will often set up an argumentative schema.

Instead-of paraphrasing the conversation, let us lay out this

schema, move by move:

1. Appeal (to husbamd). Comparison (with what was said).
lines

Coherence establishment. Agreement. Authority? 33/34

2. Cause, reason: explanation (circumstances) bad economy) 33

3. Comparison (Dutch women) 34

4. Negative condition (we have few children) 35

5.- Positive condition: enabling (pill, etc.) 36

6. Situation, setting, concretisation ("then you see...") 37

7. Hesitation before conclusion ,(Pause) 37

8. Co-reference to earlier expression. Style correction. 38

9. Style correction ("I say: 'old men'") 38

10. Implicit/incomplete conclusion.(old men with young women) 38

11. Appeal ("yes, look") 38

12. Judgement. Conclusion. 39

Iter: Making sure what object If conclusion is. 40

13. Confirmation (Yeeees) 41

14. Clarification, Extension (of judgement: and the children) 41

The argumentative schema is built up first with coherence

moves that at the same time function as repetitions of what

has been said and claimed by her husband, so that further

weight (if not authority) is given to her coming facts. The

two major grounds for the premises of the argument are (a)

the economy is bad (so we cannot afford may Children), and
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(b) Dutch women were also urged to have less children. An

additional premise she uses pertains to the possible control

over the recommendecLacts: there is the possibility of birth

control ("something like the pill and all those things"). In

fact, the actual conclusion, viz. "they should have less chil-

dren", remains implicit, as is often the case in conversa-

tional argumentatic5= the hearer can draw the conclusion from

the available premises. We see that each move is functional

with respect to this argumentative strategy, but the interes-

ting point is that this relevance in eadh case may be 'double'.

On the one hand, a move may provide a valid premise that pro-

vides grounds for a plausible conclusion. This conclusion is

presented not so much in terms of personal preferences, likes

or dislikes, at least not explicitly, but derives fram more gene-

ral social and cultUral norms and Mbits: economic and social

conditions (for the WE-group) make birth control n cessary.

On the othei hand, another stxategy aims at the rea hAble

presentation of the premises and the conclusion. In that per-

spective moves such as the (conditional) acceptance of foreigners

and the move that "we Dutch women had to do so too" can be under-

stood. In other words, the two strategies that interact here

could be summarised at a reasoning strategy on the one hand,

and a reasonableness strategy on the other hand. The first

argues something is wrong and what should be done (by 'the

others), and the second shaas that such a conclusion is a 'fair'

expectation. Another interesting point in this argumentation is

that most of the moves are based on vagueness and indirectness

or even implicitness (like the 'conclusion'), except the positive

move of conditional acceptance ("then I won't mind at all").

Also the appeal to common and generally accepted social horms

is typical for this kind of arguments: although we have found

data that show direct and explicit personal (dis-) likes and pre-

ferences regarding ethnic minorities, most of the moves of nega-

tive evaluation are based on assumed general norms and values

of the WE-group as a whole, so that the speaker cannot properly

be taken responsable for the endorsement of the evaluative con-

clusions based on them. Only the "we have to pay for it" move

is both personal and social, but can be used because it fits the
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conditions of everyday commonsense reasonableness: we need not

pay for their particular habits.

Similar remarks can be made for the unfinished story that

precedes the argument: many of its moves are indirect, implicit,

vague or incomplete assertions, so that only fragments cf the

story are given. Together with the distancs or avoidance move

("Well, I wasn't there"), these features deilne the

nature of the overall strategy of avoiding or suspend:ng (nega-

tive) judgement About ethnic minority groups, which e.gain is

one of the conditions for positive self.qpresentation if the

speaker is aware (as it is the case here, see line 11) that

"one is not allowed to discriminate".

Of course, this is but one example. Many other move sequen-

ces are possible in this kind of talk. Others will simply adduce

a great many 'good reasons', both in the form of opinions and

beliefs (e.g. based on the media, information from others) and

in the form of personal experiences: why foreigners 'do not

belong here', 'should adapt themselves'_._ 'should be sent back',

or 'should not be helped anymore by the state, the toum or the

social services'. Others again may mention no negative opinions

or experiences at all, and will in thaticase often follaw a stra-
-A

tegy in which other WE-members are criticised for their preju-

dice or discrimination, which of course is a straightforward

strategy of positive self-presentation. Or, negative opinions

and experiences are mentioned, but these are differentiated,

personalised, explained_or excused, and compaxed_with similar_

'difficulties' one may have with Dutch neighbours. It is striking

that independent from these variations in the kind of prejudice

displayed by,the various interviewees, many of them will mention

situations in which they "helped" specific foreign neighbours

in the course of everyday neighbourly contact, but at the same

time this move in the self-presentation strategy may again often

be used to introduce a frUstration or disapEoinEment move: WE

helped them, but THEY nevertheless did something negative, some-

times followed, implicitly or explicitly by a conclusion that

future help or understanding will not be givon.
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5.7. We now have a first approximation to the definition of strategic

moves in interview talk, have identified a number of these moves

and provided a semantic characterisation for them, and have final-

ly shown how these moves connect in a sequence under the control

of titae aims of a more global strategy. Although much more could

and should be said about these moves and much empirical work has

still to be done to describe their precise conversational and

interactional characteristics, there is one point left that should

briefly be discussed in this section. Strategic interaction, and
0

hence moves of the kind d&ibussed above in principle may occur in

all kind of conversationor interview. Especially in-order to

draw cognitive conclusiona, or to pin doWn Concrete social func-

tions amd consequencesfit is necessary to ask-whether there are

specific, moves for this kind,of talk.

Although of course the specificity of this kind of conver-

sation is ultimately based on the (i) topic, (ii) the situation

(including the intentions of the speech participants, and their

mutual social relations), and (iii) the kind of discourse (inter-

view) involved, we have the impression that indeed quite a number

of moves and move sequences appear to be rather typical-for talk

about: ethnic minorities. Typalatrrof-zourseT-doee mot-mean

exclusivess, but rather that such moves are specifically effec=

tive, mad hence probable, in such talk. In other words, we might

also expect them in talk about other topics concerning socially

'delicate' topics, such as sexism, exploitation, welfare-provi-
_

sions, and so on. The delicacy of these topics hinges upon a per -

ceived conflict of interests, or apparent contradictions between

personal experiences, opinions, attitvdes, or goals, on the one

hand, mad more general norms and values in society, or criteria

for 'reasonableness', 'goodness', 'tolerance' (i.e. personal

characteristics) on the other hand.

It follows that a direct, outright and explicit strategy

for the expression of negative experiences or opinions may con-

flict both with the Prevailing social norms and values, and with

the criteria for positive self-presentation. If so, we may indeed

expect that moves in talk about ethnic minorities tend to be

of the following types':
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A. Dissimulation: implicit, indirect, vagueness, prestpposition,

suggestion, association moves;

B. Defense: excuse, defense, justification, lanation, etc.

moves (pertaining to past --negative-- actions or present

-opdnions of the speaker);

C.,Accusation (possibly also as a form of defense): accusation, blaming,

attack, criticism, negative experiences (stories), comparison,

and horm-explication moVes.(mostly pertaining to actions of THEM)

D. Positive self resentation: admission, concession, agreement,

acceptance, excuse, self-assessment, norm-respect, understanding

(empathy), etc. moves.

This list is not complete, but it shows the beginning of a pattern

for the typical strategic moves we can expect in majority talk

about minorities. Of course, the assumption is that these moves

will typically occur in 'prejudiced' talk, which however seems

a circular characterisation if we describe talk of prejudiced

persons as prejudiced talk. This circularity can only be broken

if we proVide an autonomous cognitive description of prejudiced

people or groups. But, on the other hand, we might well take such

a strategic pattern, as a possible indication or 'symptom' of

underiyiniprejudices. Also, tógether with semantic content

that can be characterized as prejudiced, these moves are con-

versational actione, and therefore social practices and hence

relevant manifestations of 'prejudiced behaviour'. Comparison

here with sexist talk is instructive: not only will sexist men

dften display their sexism by 'sexist remarks', defined at the

semantic level,eadcompared to social horms and values or goals

of women, but also their conversational moves may display stral

tegies that are rather typical, such as the moves'mentioned above.

It also follaas that different prejudice patterns might

be inferred from different strategic patterns. A person who

mainly uses tyie C (Accusation) moves, has a different style

(and will often appear 'more prejudiced'), than somebody using those of A

or D, whereas those using A (dissimulation strategies) may be

seen as less honest than those using C (explicit accusation)

strategies. Of course, differences will be of degree: there may

be different distributions (and frequencies) of certain types of

move in theiktalk of each person (and in each different context):
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in princtple it can safely be assumed that all xnebers af the

WE-group will occasionally use such strategic moves in their -

talk about members of TM-groups. Not only ethniC prejudice,

we assume, is usually different only in degree, ut Also its

conversational 'manipulation' will depend on personally and

socially (situationally) variable strategies an4 strategic

abilities.

At this point though we already enter the/domain of the

relations between cognitive properties of social members on
.

the one hand and their 'overt' social (inter-)actions, on the

other hand. Moves, strategies and their characteristics have

not onll'i been defined in 'overt' properties Off talk, -hut invol-

ve interpretations, categorisations, intentions, plans, goals,
/

beliefs, opinions, interests, norms, values, and so on, that is
/

cognitive dimensions. In other words, strategic moves, even

in their own right as functional actions-in an inteiadtion se-
i

quence, already require fukther cognitive Analysis. A pure

'behaviour analysis' of conversational de, ices, therefore, is

indeed a behaviouristic illusion: social y relevant actions need
i

interpretations, need attribution of intentions, plans or moti-

--1 ......., .

vations, both of the agent and of participating or observing

other social members. Similarly, what
/

he hear in a conversa-

tion is merely the top of the interaction iceberg: most of it

is invisible, viz, part of cognitive/representations. Besidea
/

this cognitive management of the conversation 'itself', there
/

is the cognitive representation and/manipulation of the 'subject
/

matter', the referential basis, or/the topic of the conve'rsa-

tion, viz, our beliefs, opinions,/attitudes, emotions and re-
o

d

presented experiences, in this about ethnic minority groups,

about our daily contacts with them, about social life in

our neighbourhood and about our(society and culture in general..

Although these repres9ntationq/can, be known and are relevant

only when they manifest-themselves in what we do/say; it

, remains important to assess them autonomously, in their own

terms first, so that we have a general and flexible input to

the many ways they can be manifested in (inter-)gction and discourse.
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6. Co. itive strategies for the use of ethnic information

6.1. The major aim of this paper is to try to link conversational

4strategies with cogi4.tive strategies for the 'use' of ethnic

prejudices. Or, to p ase it slightly differently: is it possi-

ble to.infer how people think about minorities from the ways

they talk about them? This is a typical theoretical and metho:

dological problem. Social members hardly ever'bothar about such

a problem: a person simply is prejudiced if he or she talks

a prejudiced way. fiie onii-irdbleniTWilich may arise in that

case is that for some social members talk is not (and therefo

the steaker is not) prejudiced and for o°thers the same talk

speaker is prejudiced. This will most dramatically be the casd

in the confrontation with the minority members themselves.

Hence, the theoretical prOlem is more complex. On the one hand

we have a problem of observational methodology. On the other

hand we have a problem of social judgement and 'position':

just as for.meny social members, soci:al scientists, will often

use the notion of prejudice exausively for other people of

the WE-group. In addition, it is still customary to approach

the problem-of prejudice and discrimination from either a WE-

group perspective, or a quasi-neutral 'obderver' perspective,

instead of from the point of view of the'ethnic minority members.

To put it even more directly: the minority metbers themselves

ate the best observers of prejudice and discriminationi they will

know it when -ihey see, hear or feel it. Hence, the methodological

problem is not that they (or others) can infer preju4iced cogni-

tions or 'personality' from observed actions or talk, but rayler

how they do so. In our case, part of that issue could be taken

care of with an empirical semantics, that is by an adeqUate

model of discourse production and understanding. However, such

a model only yields insights for direct, explicit, and monologi-

cal expression of semantic representations; and as yethardly

allows full tratment of-complex and subtle conversational moves.

Therefore, rather-than to focus hete on what is said., taken as

an exoression of what is thought, we ratht_r want to pay atten-

tion to the strategic dimension: does the answer to the "How is,

it said?" question allow us to infer anything interesting about

"How is it thought?".
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6.2. In sectionT 3 above 'we have defined coolnitivestrategies-as sequenceS
,

of complex operations, or plans for sudh operatlons, that are flexi-

bly geared towards the effective realisation of.a goale Understan-
.,

ding the meaning or the pragmatic functions of a discourse,is such

a goal. We have assumed that such a process of strategic understan-
P

ding involves, among other things, ihe om-line construction of. a

semantic representation for (a fragment of) the discouxse and the

retrieval and up-dating of a' relevant situation model. This situa-
.

tion model is the, personally variables, episodiorepresentation of

what the'discourse is !about' and features all the knowledge we need

in order tounderstand the.discourse, thereby filling in, so to

speak, what remains implicit in the discourse as expressed. It

folloOs that this SM is crucial in the'understanding of what has

been called implicit, indirect or vague expressiona or moves. If

the hearer knov.sthe structure of the speaker's SM, then even in-
4

compaete, implicit or indirect expressions-will be sufficient for

correct interpretation. For those parts of SM about whidh the

hearer has no sufficient knowledge, the discourse (or other con-

textual information) need to supply the information. This is of

course the situation in conversations with relative strangers amd

for interviews. In other words, incomplete or implicit information

may in that case be expressed as a strategy of (in-)voluntary

concealment ofthe precise contents of the SU. One of the reasons
,

for this strategy is that. SM not_only_contains_memaries-of--relevant

experiences (which we may or may not want to share), but also beliefs

and especially opinionsneAed with events, actions or individuals
47,7

represented in SM. And for these opinions we may be held 'response-

ble' in the sense that they may be compared with more general norms

and values upon which these oriinions are based.

Against the background of these assumptions, we take it that

people have an SM about the 'situation in their heighbourhood'.

Such an SM allows them to speak about the neighbourhood, but also

to perform the many relevant everyday actions in the neighbourhood,

H

such as shopping, walking.in the street, and interacting A.th

'neighbours. A representation of 'people' in the neighbourh . od is

therefore an important dimension of the Neighbourhood-SM. Obviously,

this SM is subject to continuous updating: new-experiences, events,

actions, participants and their properties may be added,or replace
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previous information. As seems to be obous also from our

data, people have access to 'previous , Wa of the neighbour-
. .

hood: they will often notice that 'things h. ave 'changed'.

One set df cognitive strategies pertains to the use of

SM-information in. the construction of semantic representations

for the discourses about:the neighbourhood. Even if people would

be able to retrieve all information About the neighboutllood that

is part of SM, then only a fragment of this information is rele-

vant-for the communicative interactions and hence for the discour-

ses about it, depending on (i) the type of discourse, (ii).the

other speech participants, and (iii) socia1 features of the commu-

nicative situation. Thus, with family members we may of course

expect other discourses than with strangers, and the same holds '

. for a:spontaneous everyday story when we compare it with a formal

interview on television. As an overall pragmatic donstraiA. we

in addition have it that only the information is formulated Which

is relevant for the topic and the goals of the talk end which the

13eeicer assumes the hearer: to be interested in. It follows that

the speaker. must first have a representation of thistopic, as

titulned :, of,the 'goal of the conversational interaction, of

the interests of the healer . We have assumea that thii infor-
..

mation is located in the Control Skstem monitoring the conver-

sation. Finally, it should be assumed that other'properties of

the speakersplay a role, such as their sodial role, status,

powerr-but-also-Lpersonalityl-characteristicsl-such-as4per

ceived) trustworthiness, friendliness, understanding, and so on.
i

In ,other words, the inputifor e strategies that handle theth

retrieval and use of SM_J.nfortnation is extremely complex.
/

.

We can only guess a6out the prototypical structures of

situation models In genekar, and of that of 'one's neighbour- '
, .

hood' in particular. Given our,empirical data, and speculating

about the necessary and possible uses of such forms of episodic

information, we will however assume that a prototypical neigh-

bourhood SM at least contains the following types of information:
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-SETTING. Neighbourhood structure/lay-out, position in town.
Streets, parks, blocks

11 properties
Pliblic Places, Shops,

aa:PARTIpIPANTS. Major groups. WE-group(s), TREY-groups
Public service people (shopk.eepers, bartenders, etc.)
Neighbours, friends

properties
Familymembers

III.EVENTS. Major localised events (fires, or other catastrophes)
Recent events.

rv. ACTIONS. Major actions of groups or group metbers
Recent specific actions of participants.

This:, of course, is only an practical approximation. The episodic

information thus construed is derived from direct observations,

interactions, and various discotrse types (stories, conversations).

Ih conversation and storytelling participants will 'transmit'

parts of their neighbourhood (henceforth: N)-model to other

people, by making assertions about new, remarkable or typical

properties of the Setting, maw participant geodPs or individuals

and their properties and actions. In this way, by infornal infor-

mation, people get updated their 'picture' of their own neigh-

bouthood. /n conversation or interview talk with relative stran-

gers about the neighbourhood, we therefore will typically find

some types of information and not others. That is, a relevant

selection will be made. For many of the poorer and popular

neighbourhoods we have been investigating, this selection is

predominantly negative.. Apart from the possibility that this selec-

tion may be based on'subjectively perceived facts, there may also

be other constraints determining the predominant negative bias

in neighbourhood description: the possibility of complaining

(interviewers of the university may be seen as part of a high

status group, to which also local government officials belong),

and the usual characteristics of interestingness and re:Porta-

bility for everyday talk and storytelling. Indeed, a general

evaluation is that the neighbourhood is 'going down' in all

respects: streets and parks get dirtier, the ind of new people

arriving are seen as socially inferior, various sorts of street

crime are perceived, there is more noise, and so on. /t is in-

teresting that the 'real facts' do not matter much here: it may

be that vast rehousing plans are carried out, nog parks and green
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zones are bein layed out, or that the groups living in the

neighbourhood fifty years ago were maybe much poorer (and

therefore 'socially inferioe), or that crime was not sta-

tistically lower then or of different types (a 'drug problem'

may have replaced a more traditional 'alcohol problem'). In

other words, models are subjeCtive constructions even though

they are based on awn experiences and information.

For our specific topic, a number of rather striking stra-

tegies seem to affect the retrieval of_information from an N-

model about ethnic minorities:

(i) If general information about the neighbourhood is required,

negative information will trigger associateSinformation about

ethnic minorities, amd conversely, a foreigner-topic will

retrieve negative general information about the neighbourhood.

Several of the interviews feature a spontaneous mention of groups

of foreigners as soon as the neighbourhood is mentioned, that is

if positive or rather negative properties of the neighbourhood

need to be retrieved. Deterioration of the neighbourhood is

thus often associated with the arrival of foreigners. Th4.s

associative link in the N-modei is formed of a number of

concepts, viz. A. Noise, B. Dirt, C. Strange habits/appearances

and D. Violence and Crime. This means that both as general pro-

perty of the neighbourhood and as property of THEY-groups, we

find the central features of various kinds of norm-, rule- and

habit-breach (silence, cleanliness, peacefulness, and conformity).

These general features that characterise the N-model of

prejudiced social members may in turn act as rettieVal cues for

more specific events and actions in the model: relevant happe-

nings that may serve, strategically, as examples for the more

general forms of episodic information. In our interviews, there-

fore, we will have repeated complaint-stories about Children,

and especially EM-children, who are noisy, make dirt, are insolent,

ruin public provisions, and so on. Next, we find complaints-stories

about loud music and noise from immediate neighbours, again pre-

dominatly foreigners (especially Surinamese). Third, stereotypical

information about (Turkish, Moroccan) foreign workers will include

beliefs about strange habits, especially those leading to 'dirt',
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such as slaughtering sheep in the bathroom, remainders being

thrown on the street, and houses becoming untidy and deterio-

rating. Fourth, 'strange habits' are resented, such as (too)

young marriage of women, age differences (see our earlier

example), (too) many children, the different role (and perceived

lack of freedom) of the women, especially of Turks and Moroccans,

and 'funny' clothing. These are some of the prototypical con-

tents people may have about outgroups in their neighbourhood

and the links with more general properties of the neighbour-

hood itself. Although there are obvious individual differences,

different opinions and interpretations of'what is going on in

the neighbourhood, the propositions, complaints, negative re-

marks and stories are so similar as far as these 'topics' are

concerned, that indeed we may speak of a prototypical N-model,

and in particular about a prototypical outgroup-model as part

of that N-model. Of course, this is precisely what we usually

understand by a social "stereotypes!. Yet, theoretically things

are somewhat more complex.than in traditional stereotype theory:

we are not talking about some vague memory list of (negative or

positive) general properties assigned to some social group, but

about a structured, episodic model, featuring information About

relevant everyday experiences. According to such a model it is

much easier to 'associate', and spontaneously 'change topics'

in a conversation, between e.g. housing conditions on the one

hand and some properties of foreigners on the other hand. Also

it allows a more natural.transition from general beliefs to cpn-

crete experiences, 'which in ths stories is usually signalled by

phrases like "'Take for example(these people across the street...)".

6.3. The theoretical account of cognitive representations and retrie-

val strategies for ethnic information is however more complex

than that. Situation models are typically episodic, and therefore

are characterised in terms of own experiences and actually pro-

oessed
/
discourses. People however also have more general, context-

indep dent and more abstract, information about ethnic minorities.

For one ing, they need not have (many) experiences at all,

and yet may have general opinions that seem to presuppose such

experiences. And second, even if they have such experiences,
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they will tend to abstract, decontextualba and-generalise this

particular information. From observations of and experiences with

foreigners in the neighbourhood, or even from heard stories or

information in the media, they will construct a more general

pattern of information about 'foreigners in the Netherlands',

that is as a general tocial (out-)group. This will allow people

to understand also stories from other neighbourhoods, or to

judge about indirect information from the media. In other words

they will try to construe frames or scripts.about these groups

or about 'living with these groups'. We here come to the more

general problem of the representation of knowledge and beliefs

in semantic memory, a topic which cannot be'dealt with here.

We will simply assume however, that besides general knowledge

about say houses, going to parties or driving cars, we also

ave general beliefs and opinions and attitudes about relevant

soc l groups. Under opinions we understand 'evaluative' beliefs,

that propositions with an evaluative predicate, and attitudes

are here t en as organised collections of such opinions together

with further knowledge and beliefs about social groups. It is

useful, in addition, to distinguish between the more general

opinions in these 'group-frames', on the one hand, and the more

specific, instantiated top-down or inferred bottom-up, opinions

people have about certain social group members in a given situa-

tion. That is, the latter opinions will typically occur in models.

What the precise organisational characteristics are of a group

frame, e.g. the group-frame 'foreigners' , 'Turks' or 'Strinamese',

for given autochtonous Dutch groups, cannot be spelled out here.

Some of the organisation will follow principles of fast, effec-

tive processing, and may therefore be hierarchical, relevance-

oriented (what infornation is most 'useful'), and so on.

For the strategies of prejudice expression however it is

important to distinguish between propositions that are retrieved

'from an N-model and those that come from a more general type of

semantic knowledge, beliefs or attitudes, e.g. group frames.

The former will typically be instantiated, concrete experiences

and related opinions, whereas the latter will tend to be in

present tense generalised forms.(universal quantifiers, etc.).
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So, as a next general principle of prejudice expression strategies

we might formulate:

(ii) Instantiated or particular propositions about EM will

tend to be modelbased, whereas general (opinion) propo-

sitions will be typically derived from semantic memory

group-frames.

A very general prediction for talk dbout EM. would in that case

be that conversations about minorities by people from non-

contact areas will rather be frame-oriented, whereas for people

from contact-areas talk will rather be model-oriented.

In other words, the first group will tend to predominantly

generalise, whereas the latter group will predominantly 'exem-

plify', e.g. by stories. This prediction is of course yery rough.

We do have a lot of generalisations also in our interviews from

contact-area members. However, it seens as if these are some-

what different in type and scope. First, they will often be

limited generalisations: they pertain to general properties

of the neighbourhood, people and actions or events in the neigh-

bourhood (such as "streets are getting dangerous nowadays") ,

they follow, as extension and generalisation moves, specific

information about more concrete events, theY justify concrete

actions and opinions about EMHnembers, or are about those pro-

perties of and experiences with EM which the specific subject

h7.4s no or little direct information about (e.g. assumed robbe-

ries). Now, one of the crucial strategies of stereotypical

thinking, especially about out-groups, is ;he strategy of

replacing model-information as soon as possible by frame-infor-

mation. Of course, this is a general cognitive (learning) ten-

dency, but in this case, one single 'experience' as represented

in the model may be taken to be sufficient 'evidence' for the

general opinions stored-in-the group-schema. We herewith have

a slightly more explicit description of the familiar operation

of 'over-generalisation' in prejudiced thinking. The formal

definition of ethnic prejudice now follows from this brief

'theoretical exposition: it is a group attitude, that is a schema-

tic frame of (general) social opinions about an ethnicall.y-

different group, opinions that are dominated by high level
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negative opiniOns, and derived from 'insufficient' models

(e.g. incomplete models, models without intersubjective tes-

ting, etc.).

For our analysis it follows that if a speaker formulated

a general opinion that cannot be 'substantiated' by model-

information ('own experiences'), than the expression will be

heard as prejudiced if it implies negative evaluations of a

socially non-dominant group. Speakers will sometimes know

about this interpretation maxim, and will therefore do some-

thing about it. The first strategy, then, will be to search

for-rgt-model information: is there one experience that

can be seen and presented as an 'instantiation' of the general

proposition. If not, or in addition, the speaker may argue only

in the more general terms, e.g. from generally 'accepted'

beliefs, opinions, norms and values, to an abstract backing

'up of the general negative opinion. For instance, the general

opinion "they abuse our social services", is mostly formula-

ted in general terms, and the 'evidence' fbr this prejudice

is seldom direct but 'circumstantial', such as "you don't

see them going to work, and yet they drive a big car or have

fancy clothes". The "you see them" strategy is striking here.

It suggests model-based information, but its form is still

in generalised terms (quantifiers, present tense, etc.), wid

therefore probably an over-generalisation (which may come from

hearsay or 'irrelevant' observations: the one seen in the big

car, Ea have a well payed job, after all). Model-based justi-

fications'of general opinions will therefore lead to story-

telling, whereas frame-based justifications will typically

lead to forms of argumentation, although of course there will

be combinations of both types of strategic information use.

We now have discussed some more general strategies of

information manipulation in Memory during the expression of

ethnic attitudes in everyday conversations. We now know more

or less where the 'contents' of the prejudiced utterances may

come from, and how this information is organised in memory.,

and what kind of features these have in talk (tenses, quantifiers,

discourse types such as stories or argumentation, various signals

such as 'take for.example'). What about the more specific strategies?
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6.4. Hypothetically we Will' finally try to briefly characterize some

of the conversational strategies described in the earlier sec-

tions of this paper in terms of possible cognitive strategies

rwithin the framework and against the background of the general

.principles of the organisation of group-prejudices sketched above.

1. Generalisation. Move used to show that the (negative) EM-infor-

mation just given, or about to be given, e.g. in a story, is

not just 'incidental' or 'exceptional', so that a possible

general opinion is warranted.

Typical expression fozms: "It is always like that", "You see

that all the time", "This happens constantly".

2. Example. The converse: a move used to show that the general opinion

is not just 'invented', but is based on concrete facts (experiences).

Typical expressions: "Take for example", "Last week, for instance7,

"Take this bloke next door. He...".

3. Correction. A formulation or rhetorical strategy (often lexical).

Monitoring own production leads to the assumption that the for-

mulation is either referentially 'wrong', or may lead to unwanted

interpretation and evaluation by the hearer about underlying

implications or associations. Part of a general semantic adequacy

or of a positive self-presentation strategy.

4. Emphasisia. A formulation strategy geared towards a better or

more effective attention monitoring of the hearer ('drawing

attention'), towards a better structural organisation of relevant

information (e.g. of negative Predicates), or for highlighting

subjective macro-information.

Typical expressions: "It is terrible that, a scandal that...".

5. (Apparent)Concessions. Move which allows conditional generalisation

even if counter-exampleS can be mentioned, or which may display

real or imagined tolerance and understanding as part of a positive

self-presentation strategy.

Typical expression: "'Mere also good ones among them",1"We may

not generalise, but", "Also Dutch people can be like that".(which

is also a Comparison).
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6. Repetition. A formulation move, with similar functions as the

move of emphasising: drawing attention, structuxiTinforma-

tion, highlighting stbjective evaluations, ma topics, etc.

7. Constrast. Movewith several cognitive functions. Rhetorical:

drawing attention to the members of the contrast relation (infor-.

mation structuring). Semantic: highlighting positive and nega-

tive evaluations of persons and their actions or properties,

often by opposing WE- and THEY groups.

Typical example: "We had to work hard for many yeaxs, and they

get welfare and do nothing" , "We have to wait for years to get

a new appartment, and they get one directly when they come",

and all situation where conflict of interests is perceived.

8. Mitigation. Move that generally serves a self-presentation

strategy, showing understanding and tolerance, or (apparent-

ly 'taking back' an evaluation or generalisation that cannot

be backed up).

9. Displacement. Essentially a move for positive self-presentation.

Typical example: "I don't mind so much, but the other people

in the street they get angry about that".

10. Avoiding. In fact this is a set of different moves within a

more general avoidance strategy. dognitively, conversational

or topical avoidance moves may indicate (i) no or insufficient

relevant EM-information in the model, (ii) only irrelevant,

unreportable, information can be retrieved from the model, or

(iii) only negative experiences and hence opinions can be

retrieved and these are blocked by a general criterion of

not speaking negatively about other people, other groups.

Typical expressions: "I donrt know", "I have no contacts with

them", "I don't care what they do or not", "I have no time...".

11.Presupposition, implication, suggestion, indirectness. Semantic

and pragmatic moves allowing the speaker to avoid the formula-

tion of specific propositions, e.g. those of negative obser-

vations or opinions, or to draw upon general, shared knowledge

-or opinions, fbr which the speaker is not responsable.

Some typical indicators: usual presupposition markers (e.(. pronouns,
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definite articles, that-clauses to certain verbs, specific

particles and adverbs, such as even, also, etc.), and the

use of second person pronouns'for distant or general reference

('you see it all the time'), vague terms ('things like that'),

incomplete sentence or stories, and so on.

These few examples show that it is in principle possible to

attempt a reformulation of specific interactional and conver-

sational moves and goals in talk about minorities in terms of

their 'undeaving' cognitive functions and strategies. We saw

that some of the moves have merely an instrumental function:

they draw attention (that is: bring, specific information into

working memory), structure information, point to macro-topics,

etc. That is, they contribute to a better organisation of the

/-formation, and hence better retrieval chances, of specific

information in memory. Most rhetorical moves have this function.

Other moves allow us to see how the speaker indeed 'moves' from

episodic model information to more general semantic information

about EM-groups: they are typically used to back up, justify

or explain assertions (either by generalisation or by exempli-

fication). A third set of moves should be seen as contributing

to the realisatior. of self-presentation goals of speakers:

there will be a possible monitoring control such as 'whatever.

I say, the hearer must not think negatively of me'. Mitigation,

avoidance moves, and the various moves of implicitness or

directness belong to this set.

Of course, this cognitive description is not only specu-

lative, but also still ver rough. Precise processing steps

should be spelled out, the relevant information specified, and

representations of the beliefs, opinions or attitudes involved

should be layed out. Yet, we believe that in this first stage

of observation and theory formation, these approximations will.

do. Indeed, the conversational strategies are very often inter-

actional displays of cognitive strategies that are geared towards

the effective management of inferences. Thus, a genevalisatchon

is used to block the possible inference 'this is only an inci-

dental event', and to 'propose' the same general proposition as

a general conclusion (learning from the situation). In the more
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specific situation of taIk or interviews about minorities,

these cognitive strategies are organised towards two major

goals, viz, those of OPTIMAL SELF-PRESENTATION, more speci-

fically as a tolerant, understanding, broad-minded citizen

or neighbour, on the one hand, and of OPTIMAL EXPRESSION,

which is the strategy needed for the particular communica-

tive situation(interviews require that we say what is ex-

pected), and for_the --autonomously motivated-- expression

of personal experiences and opinions and attitudes (e.g.

the complaint or accusation function of talk). Sometimes,

interviewees will pay much more attention to the first general

goal, and most of their moves will be those realizing the

goal of making a good i2mpression. Other people --often

men -- couldn't "care less" and especially pay attention

to the second goal and strategy: e.g. by making their stories

and arguments as 'convincing' as possible.

6.5. ----In this paper we have, in a still rather informal way,

discovered several properties of talk about minorities and

possible relations with prejudiced 'thinking' about ethnic

groups, but at the same time have raised at least as many

questions as we have tried to answer. What is needed is

a more explicit and stbtle description of conversational

moves, and the same holds for cognitive moves. This will

require both more theory formation, and much more data ana-

lysis:Obviously, other empirical methods should be used to

assess the relations between talk and thought of prejudiced

people, e.g. experiments and other types of field work (e.g.

paxticipant observations). A very concrete object for future

research is an analysis of the relationships between specific

kinds of prejudiced beliefs and specific moves and strategies

(thus, we observed that many interviewees will show hesita-

tion, false starts, or correction moves even when they simply

have to name or refer to some minority group, or will avoid

explicit reference by abnormal pronominalisation). Also, we

have indiscriminately talked about 'prejudiced' people, and

have hardly payed attention to the immense differences in the

amount, kind or style of prejudiced beliefs people have, and the

differences in using, applying or expressing them.
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4 APPENDIX

Original Dutch TtAnsscriptions of the Examples

(1) KW-1

Iter: Heeft U ook kontakt met buitenlanders in de buurt?

Itee: Neehoor, eh, dat is heel toeilijk, eh, ze is nu zover

dat ze me gedag zegt, onze buurvrouw

Iter: 0 is dat een Surinaamse of -

Itee: Nee, niet, ik denk dat ze een Turse ofJeen Marokkaanse

is, maar ik 2raat wel eens met de kindertjes, ik denk

dat.ze meestal binnen is, die mogen niet alleen naar

buiten.

(Interview ancbtransscript by
Evelien van der _Wiel)^

(2) 11A-2

Iter: Ja, wat voor, wat voor ervaringen u heeft met, want in

de Transvaal, vrij veel buitenlaiders wonen naast hollan-

der's, dat we denken, ja we willen wel eens horen wat hal-

lenders daarvan meemaken

uw: )(snel) wij hebben hier helemaal geen kontakt met buiten=

lenders, helemaal niet

Man: (komt van achter uit de kamer op onS toe) Nou, ben ik

een man, maar dan vind ik.heel vreselijk4 dat is eer-

lijk mijn mening, Lk ben een:gezondekerel, 'ksta goed

met m'n benen (?) in 't leven, Maar'da'seen aroot.schan-

deal. als je hier die jonge Turken vroUwen ziet.lopen,

Achttien jaar,met een ouwe kerel vijftig fear

Vrouw: Jaaaah

Man: Met drie, viet, vijf kinderen, wear U en ik Vcor betaalt,

dan zeg ik dear moe,t4n ze.wat aan doen.

(3) RA-2

Iter: Wat bedoelt U van dat als U ze
\
ziet lopen opistraat?

Man: Ja, ja, noU, laten we eerlijk zen'hb, 't zijn.allemaal

kinderen van vijftien, zestien, evntien jaar

Iter: Ja
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Man: zijn getrouwd met eenkerel van veertig, vijftig

jaar, allemaal van di e ouwe bokken, en maar kande-

ren maken aan de lopende massa, begrijp goed, mau daar

betaalt U voor, dear betaal ik voor

Iter: met sociale premies

Man: ja, begrijpt U?

Vrcuw: Jaaah (...) je mag in wezen niet diskrimineren, maar

Iter: (lacht) nee, daar hangt ook zo'n taboe op, he?

Vrouw: Je wordt eh er

Man: (...) stoot iedereen tegen de borst

Vrouw: je wordt er toch wel:mee gekonfronteerd, ik heb ze

niet hier in, in eh, mijn eh omgeving, nee, ik heb

hier helemaal geen kontakt met buitenlanders

Iter: maar wat maakt U er weI van mee, U zei net van

Vrouw: ja, hier wonen een stel Surinamers, nou ja, U weet

het wel, Surinamers, is van de week nog de politie

en de ziekenwagen, ja ik was er niet bij, politie-

wagen en ziekenwagen geweest, nou ja U weet het met

Surinamers, dat is een (haalt diep adem) eh tem-pe-

rament eh 'soort volk, dat weten we

Iter: Ja

Vrouw: Maarre, ik kan U daar helaas (pauze) ik zit rondom

in de hollanders (pauze)

Iter: en daar bent U blij om of maakt het niet uit?

Vrouw: eh, kijk mevrouw, als de mensen zich aanpassen bij

ons, eh, onze hollandse, onze hollandse zeden en

gewoonten, dan heb ik daar helemaal geen bezwaar

tegen, helemaal niet; net wat mijn man zegt, eh ja,

in deze slechte ekonomische tijd, de hollandse vrouwen

die womm erop geattendeerd dat ze eh niet, niet meer

als édn, twee kinderen mogen hebben, iets aan de pil en

al dergelijke toestanden, en den kom je daarbuiten en

dan zie je daar die (pauze) mijn man zegt clan die

ouwe kerels, ik zeg dan ouwe ouwe mannen, la eh kijk eens,

dat is wat ons allemaal in wezen tegen de borst sleet
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Iter: die oude buitenlandse mannen met die jonge vrouwen

bedoelt U?

Vrouw: Jaaaa, en dan het aantal kinderen! (pauze)

Iter: Seeft U wel eens gepraat met buitenlandse vrouwen,

hoe ze dat zelf vindt?

Vrouw: Nee, krijg je geen kontakt mee, mogen toch geen kontakt

hebben met Hollanders (...)

(Interviea en transscripts by Marion Algra).

Note: No specific transscription conventions have been used,

except for special stress, in which case the first letter

of the stressed tone unit (syllable) has been underlined.
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